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The importance of coal in the modern industrial econoITlY cannot be 
overestimated. This age has been variously characterized as an flAge of 
Coal and Iron, tI "Steel Age, " "Machine Age," and "Power Age. " By what-
ever characterization we attempt to de scribe our modern industrial world, 
the significance of fuel and power are inherent in all of them. Today, bitu-
minous coal ranks first in its contribution to fuel needs of the world, 
followed by petroleum, natural gas, and anthracite coal. 1 
Eighteen per cent of the area of the State of Utah is underlain by 
coal beds of varying thickness and quality (Plate I). The total reserves of 
all ranks of coal in the State are tremendous even when conservative cal-
culations are made 0 As of January, 1950, the United State s Geological 
Survey estimated that there were 92.5 billion tons of coal underground in 
Utah. Much of this is in thin seams and a considerable portion is wasted 
in the mining process, but even a 25 per cent recovery would insure an 
enormous future supply. Improved mining methods, with a greater percent-
age of recovery are constantly 'being developed and this will continually 
add to the recoverable reserves. 
To the economy of Utah bituminous coal has always been of consider-
able importance. In the early days of settlement a great deal of effort was 
lUtah State Dept. of Publicity and Industrial Development, After Victory-
P'lans for Utah and the Wasatch' Front, Salt Lake City: Utah State Depart-
ment of Publicity and Industrial Development, June, 1943, po 47. 
1 
expended in attempts to discover and develop coal in the territory. Later 
when the nonferrous metal industry began to expand coal was their main 
source of fuel and some of the smelting interests even acquired coal mines 
to insure a supply of fuel for their operations. When the production of iron 
began in Utah in 1925 and with the opening of the Geneva Steel Plant in 1943, 
coal took on added importance as the base of a new industrial era in the 
State and in the Inte rmountain West 0 It is important not only for the indus-
trial expansion it may make pos sible in the future but also for the employ-
ment it creates both directly and indirectly. Coal mining in Utah has 
provided direct employment for between 3, 000 and 4, 000 worker s for the 
past 40 years. Indirectly the industry has provided employment or busi-
ness opportunities for several thousand additional workers throughout the 
State, particularly in the Carbon-Emery County area. 
The problems facing the Utah coal industry are many and involved. 
The operators face physical problems in the production and transportation 
of the coal and economic problems of competition for markets 0 The physical 
conditions of the mining areas present many peculiar difficulties but the 
greatest physical problem is that of transportation. The mining areas are 
remote from any large consuming centers and as a result much time, effort, 
and money must be expended in moving the coal to market and the se costs 
are increasing. The excessive productive capacity in the :mining industry 
and the resulting severe competition among the different producers has long 
hurt the industry and has recently been intensified by the heavy competition 
2 
from other fuels such as natural gas and fuel oil. 
The human factors involved in the coal industry are :much more dif-
ficult to determine and evaluate but they are equally as important as the 
physical and economic. The mine owner is faced with demands for in-
creased wages and benefits by a :militant union, with more stringent govern-
:ment regulation and supervision. On the other hand, the :miner is confronted 
with a rising cost of living, less work, and much insecurity as to the future 
of his job 0 Thus the dile:mma in which the industry finds itself becomes 
apparent. Despite these problems and the decline in coal markets and in-
creasing competition, coal is the basic source of industrial energy and 
probably will never be replaced completely by any other source of power. 
The operator is now faced with rising costs in the face of dwindling returns, 
and while the long-range view offers the possibility of increasing use of 
coal in the future, the present situation demands that the industry make 
many adjustments to meet the changing conditions to avoid a period of de-
pression until the future demand becomes a reality. 
An understanding of the varied problems of this industry can only 
"-
be gained through the work of persons in many fields o Geography may con-
tribute through a presentation of the areal relationships of significant factors 
of the industry_ The patterns of coal deposits, mines, towns, and transpor-
tation routes are shown and the political and economic factors which affect 
these patterns are considered. This study of the Utah coal industry was 
made in the hope that such a des cription and explanation of the spatial 
3 
distribution of the facilities of the industry in its geographic setting might 
make s orne contribution toward the solution of the multitude of problems 
which today threaten much of this vital industry with pos sible ruin. 
4 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE PHYSICAL SETTING 
The United States Geological Survey recognizes twelve coal fields 
in Utah at the present tillle (Pla1eI)~ From north to south they are: (1) 
the Coalville field, (2) the Henry's Fork field, (3) the Vernal field, {4} 
the Blacktail Mountain field, (5) the Wasatch Plateau field, {6} the Book 
Cliffs field, {7} the Emery field, (8) the Henry Mountains field, (9) the 
Kaiparowits field, (10) the Colob-Kanab field, (11) the Harmony field, (12) 
the La Plata field o De spite the wide distribution of coal over the State the 
mining industry is centered in the area of high plateaus, steep cliffs, and 
rugged canyons which make up the Wasatch Plateau and Book Cliffs of 
Eastern Utah. Soon after these fields were opened they became the largest 
producing areas of the State and for the past seventy years they have pro-
duced over ninety per cent of the coal mined in the State {Plate II} .. 
Geology 
Subsurface geology has only a slight influence on the location of the 
individual mine as the outcrops of the coal beds are extensive and well ex-
pos ed along the face of the cliffs, thus giving many suitable locations for 
opening mines. However the geologic structure of the coal fields in general 
and of the coal beds in particular has a marked effect on the pattern of 
development, the length of life of a mine, and the feasibility of exploiting 
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thickness of the seam.s are of particular importance to the underground 
m.ining conditions ~ 
The rock formations exposed in the Utah coal fields range in age 
from. Jurassic to Eocene with the valuable coal beds occurring in rocks of 
Cretaceous age: Jower Cretaceous in the Northern and Southern Utah fields 
and upper Cretaceous in the Eastern Utah fields (Figure 1) 0 The Creta-
ceous <ooal- bearing rocks consist of continental sandstone s and shale s laid 
down at or near the shores of Cretaceous seas. They are mostly cliff-
forming sandstones with interbedded shales (Plate III). 
The Book Cliffs and the Wasatch Plateau coal fields are essentially 
one geologic unit. The coal outcrops along the face of the escarpm.ent and 
extends for over 200 miles from the Utah-Colorado boundary west and 
northwest to Pr~ce River Canyon and then south to Mt. Hilgard with no 
break. The boundary between the two fields at longitude 1100 W. is entirely 
an arbitrary administrative division. In the broadest sense the geology of 
these two fields partakes of the characteristics of the major structural 
features of the region. The broad upwarp of the San Rafael Swell from which 
the rocks dip away in all directions, is the controlling structure of the re-
gion. The escarpment of the Book Cliffs and the Wasatch Plateau is an 
erosional feature made up of rocks of Cretaceous age that continue the re-
gional dip in all directions away from the San Rafael SwelL The Book Cliffs 
field is on the north flank of the Swell and the beds here dip gently to the 
8 
Group and Thickness Character 
Age Formation Member in Feet of Beds 
1000-1200 Shale, variegated 
Wasatch Flagstaff Lim.estone, blue, gray, 
Formation Ls. BOO-IOOO and white, forms mas-
Eocene si ve cliffs 
1000-1200 Shale, variegated --
red, purple, gray; Lso 
white, gray; Sandstone, 
Uncon. gray congo 
Price 600-1000 Sandstone, gray; congo 
River coal-bearing east of 
Form. Green River, Utah 
Castlegate Sandstone, rnassive, 
SSG 150-500 white to gray 
Sandstone, buff to 
Blackhawk 700-1200 gray; shale, extensive 
Formation coal beds 
Sandstone, massive, 
Starpoint 300-1000 buff to gray; inter-
Upper Sandstone tongued by Mancos sh. 
Upper She Shale, blue - black to 
Member 300-1300 gray, sandy 
Cretaceous Emery SSo Sandstone, rnas sive to 
Mem.ber 50-BOO thin-bedded 
Middle She 1650-2400 Shale, blue-gray, 
Mancos Mem.ber sandy 
Shale Ferron Ss 0 50-BOO Sandstone, buff, brown 
Mernber to white, coal-bearing 
Lower She 600-BOO Shale, blue-gray 
··Member 
2-130 Sandstone, brownish-




Figure 1. Geologic formatlons of the Wasatch Plateau and Book Cliffs Coal 
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north and northeast at from 3 0 to 18
0
• 1 The Wasatch IP;lateau field is on 
the west and northwest flank of the San Rafael Swell; here the strata dip 
at angles of 10 to 20 0 to the west, northwest, and in places to the south-
2 
west. 
DisplaceITlent of the coal seams by faulting in the Wasatch Plateau 
field has presented some mining problems. This field, in addition to ex-
hibiting the characteristics of the plateau country and the broad uplift of 
the San Rafael Swell to the east, is in the zone of transition between the 
plateaus and the Great Basin which is characterized by abrupt lithologic 
changes and increasing structural cOITlplexity westward into the Great Basin. 
Three norITlal, or gravity, fault zones cut the beds of this field in a north-
south direction. The displacements range up to 2500 feet. 3 Displacements 
of the coal beds of this order of ITlagnitude nece s sitate s either the abandon-
ment of the ITline, the cutting of a rock adit to the other side of the fault 
block (Figure 2), or the developITlent of the fault block as a separate ITlining 
unit (Figure 3). Faulting with minor displacements of 15 to 25 feet occurs 
in the Book Cliffs in the Sunnyside-Horse Canyon area and in other small 
areas along the cliffs. 4 These faults do not interfere with mining operations 
1 
Clark, F. R., "EconoITlic Geology of the Castlegate, Sunnyside, and Well-
ington Quadrangles, Carbon County, Utah"r 'United States Geological 
Survey Bulletin 7 93, 1928, po 290 
2Spieker, E. M., "Wasatch Plateau Coal Field, Utah, 11 United States 
Geological Survey Bulletin 819, 1931, p. 8-9. 
3Ibid., p. 54- 55. 
4 
Clark, op. ciL, po 24- 25. 
11 
Fi ure 2, Adit (Rock tunnel) through a fault block to recover 
coal on the opposite side. 
Figure 3 , Inclined shaft (Rock slope 
in a fault block. 
tunne ) to recover coal 
() 
generally except where brecciation has weakened the rock to a point where 
additional back support is necessary. 
The general thickness of the overburden covering the Utah coal beds 
has made strip-mining impossible and shaft mining uneconomic (Figure 4). 
The thick overburden limits the size of the rooms and increases the prob-
lems of roof stability and rock pres sure.. Roof stability involves control 
of the rock over the whole mine, but especially over the working areas. 
The problem is to prevent falls of roof rock which might be loosened during 
the mining operations. This type of accident is the leading cause of fatal 
accidents in coal mining today. Proper mining methods, involving efficient 
timbering and roof bolting, have helped to control this problem. A bad roof 
increases production costs because of the additional labor and materials 
required to control it properly. Rock pressure from the overlying cover is 
an important mining problem because in combination with the character of 
the roof and floor of the mine it determines the size of the pillars which 
must be left to support the rooL 
In the Emery field, in southern Emery County, the coal beds occur 
in the Ferron sandstone member of the Mancos shale which crops out on the 
floor of Castle Valley. The resistant Ferron sandstone forms a series of 
cliffs known as the Coal Cliffs (Plate IV) on the east edge of Castle Valley .. 
The coal beds crop out along the face of the cliffs south of an east-west line 
through Emery, Utah and the beds dip slightly to the we st. 
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Rocky Mountain Province and is cons"equently structurally rn.ore corn.plex 
than the Eastern Utah fields which are in the Colorado Plateau Province. 
The Coalville field is in an area which has been much deforrn.ed in past 
geologic history. The Coalville anticline is the rn.ajor structural feature 
of the area and the c·oal beds occur in rocks of Cretaceous age which dip 
away from the center of the anticline at angle s of 15 0 to 25 0 • Faults have 
displaced some of the beds. I The coal areas of Northeastern Utah are 
influenced by the structure of the Uinta Mountains" The coal beds occur 
in Cretaceous rocks on the flanks of the Uinta Mountains. The Henryts 
Fork field has the northward regional dip of the strata on the north flank 
of the Uinta Mountains and is a southward extension of the coal fields of 
Southern Wyoming. On the south flank of the Uinta Mountains are the Ver-
nal and Blacktail Mountain fields where the beds have the southward regional 
dip of the south slope of the Uintas. 2 
The Southern Utah fields, with the exception of the Harmony field, 
are found in the high plateau country and exhibit the geologic character-
istics of this region. The beds are nearly flat lying with slight dips of 10 
to 2 0 northeast found in some areas" Faults have displaced the beds in 
some localities but not to any great degree. The beds in these fields can 
1 
Wegernan, C. H., ffThe Coalville Coal Field, Utah, II United States 
Geological Survey Bulletin 541, 1913, po 161. ' 
211Analysis of Utah Coals, II United States Bureau of Mines Technical 
Paper 345, 1925, p. 17. 
16 
seldom be traced for any great distance before they lense out and com-
pletely disappearo I The only anthracite coal found in Utah occurs in the 
Harmony field o The amount of coal in 'the field is small and it is not of 
good quality therefore it is of only local importance.. This field is regarded 
as a part of a downfaulted block from the Colob Plateau to the east.. The 
Harmony field has been extensively faulted and intruded by igneous rocks 
and it was the pres sure and heat from this orogenic activity which meta-
morphosed the existing bituminous coaL 2 
The coal beds of Utah are characterized by their variability of 
thickness and their lenticular nature. The thickness of the Utah beds is 
variable from place to place but in general it is considerably above t~e 
national average. 3 The average seam being mined in the State today is 
eleven feet thick and little or no coal is mined fro rn seams under five feet 
thick.. A single bed may be of considerable thickness in one area but if it 
is traced along the cliffs it will gradually become thinner and may lense 
out completely or it rnay split and become two beds.. The beds usually do 
not extend for over a few :miles, although there are some exceptions such 
as the Hiawatha bed in the Wasatch Plateau field and the Castlegate ItA't, 
IRichardson, G. B .. , "The Harmony, Colob and Kanab Coal Field, South~ 
ern Utah, II United States Geological Survey Bulletin 341, 1909, p. 383. 
2t1Analysis of Utah Coals, tt opo cit., po 220 
3Hotchkiss, Wo E .. , and others, Bituminous Coal Mining, (Philadelphia: 
WPA, National Research Project, 1939) po 64. 
17 
Kenilworth, and Lower Sunnyside beds of the Book Cliffs field that are 
continuous throughollt ITlost of the fields" 
Types of Coal 
The rank, or degree of coalification, of coal is a function of geo-
1 logic processes" Coal is ITlade up of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, 
a little sulphur, and sOITletiITles ITlinute aITlounts of other eleITlents.. Coal 
clas sification is largely based upon a cheITlical analysis, called a proxi-
ITlate analysis, of the following iteITls: (I) Volati1e ITlatter, the gases driven 
'{JIt when coal is heated to high teITlperatures, (2) fixed carbon, the coke-
like residue that burns at higher teITlperatures after the volatile ITlatter is 
driven off, {3} moisture, (4) ITlineral impurity, or ash, which is left when 
coal is cOITlpletely burned .. 2 For lower ranked coals, heating value and 
'weathering properties deterITline the classification~ The rank increases 
as the amounts of ITloisture and volatile matter decreases and the amount 
of fixed carbon increases (Table 1). 3 
The high-grade bituminous coals are further classified as coking 
or non-coking" A coking coal is one which softens and fuses together when 
1 Coalification: The coal-making process by which the organic remains of 
abundant plant life is subjected to heat and pressure by the weight of the 
overi]ying rocks and eventually turned to coal. Sherman, Allan and Allen 
Bo MacMurphy, Facts About Coal, U ,.S" Bureau of Mines, 1950, po 1 ... 
2Ibido , po 6~ 
3Ibido, po 1- 20 
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3 .. ' Sub-
Bituminous "G" 
1.. Lignite 
20 Brown Coal 
Limits of Fixed Carbon 
or BQ T. U.~ Mineral 
Matter Free Basis 
Dry F .. C~ 11 980/0 or more 
Dry ·W.M., 2% or less 
Dry F 0 C. J:' 92-98 per cent 
Dry V.Mo " 2-8 per cent 
Dry F 0 c. ~ 86-92 per cent 
Dry V"M .. ~ 8-14 per cent 
'Dry F. C~. , 78-86 per cent 
Dry V. M.,., 14-22 per cent 
Dry F .. C. ,," 69-78 per cent 
Dry V .. M~ J'" 22-31 per cent 
Dry FoC~ :t Less than 69 per cent 
Dry V. M. 1f More than 31 per cent 
Moist Bti T ca U.", 13 1 000-14,000 
Moist B. T. Uti ,? 11,000-13,000 
Moist B.Tci U •. J> 11,000-13, OOOa 
Moist B. T .U.," 9,500-11,000 
Moist B. T. U. 1l 8,300-9,500 
Moist Bo T Ii U., Less than 8, 300 b 
Moist B. T .. Uo.7. Less than 8, 300 c 
a This rank of subbituITlinous weathers more rapidly than the high-volatile 
bituminous HE U coal 
b Consolidated 
c Unconsolidated 
1 Sherman, Allan, and Allen B .. MacMurphyp Facts About Goal, United States 
Bureau of Mines, 1950, p .. 2 .. 
19 
heated to a high telllperature in the absence of oxygen.. As it is furt~er 
heated SOllle degradation of the coal substance occurs and the volatile li-
quids and gases are driven off and a dull, porous mass called coke remains o 
Because of the iITlportance of carbon in the making of steel a low-volatile 
coal is desired for coking if it possesses the other necessary properties. 
A non-coking coal may appear identical to coking coal and its composition 
ITlay be siITlilar, but when processed in a coke oven it leaves a char or 
powdery residue instead of coke .. 1 
Utah coals rank from sub-bitulllinous to anthracite fTable 2}o The 
coal produced in the Carbon, Emery and Grand County fields is a high- grade 
bitum.inous coal, that from the Coalville, Vernal, Blacktail Mountain, and 
the Southern Utah fields, except the HarTIlony field, are low-grade bituITlin-
ous. The HarTIlony field has the only anthracite coal in Utah, but a high 
ash and sulphur content prevents it froTIl being classified as high-grade o 
The only cOTIlITlercial coking coal found in Utah at the present time 
is in the Book Cliffs field near Sunnyside and the mines prod}lcing this type 
of coal are owned by the steel companies.. However, this coal does not have 
the optiTIlum coking qualities desired in steel making and therefore at the 
coke ovens it is blended with eleven per cent OklahoITla coal and four and 
one-half per cent pitch to bxing it to the desired standardo 2 
1 
Ibid., po 2 .. 
2waggoner, Co L o , "Observations on Raw Materials Used in the Geneva 




ANALYSIS OF COAL FROM SELECTED FIELDS AND AREASl 
Proximate 
(Percent) Calorific 
Location of Volatile Fixed Value 
Sample or Mine Moisture Matter Carbon Ash Calories BoT .. U ci 
Wasatch Plateau 
Hiawatha 5.9 4109 45 .. 5 6.7 6,985 12,570 
Wattis 6 .. 9 4104 47.2 4 .. 5 6,994 12,590 
Huntington Canyon 7.6 42 0 6 4407 50 1 7,167 12,900 
Clear Creek 6~5 45.6 44 .. 4 304 7,100 12, 780 
Salina Canyon 6 .. 4 45 .. 1 36 .. 3 12 .. 2 6,528 11,750 
Emery Field 
Browning Mine 3 0 9 40 .. 9 49 .. 3 5.9 7,206 12,970 
Book Cliffs 
Castlegate 4 .. 2 41 .. 1 49 .. 0 5 .. 7 7, 117 12,810 
Spring Canyon 3 .. 3 4202 46 .. 2 8 ", 5 7,039 12,670 
Kenilworth 3 .. 2 43 04 48 03 5 .. 1 7,112 12, 820 
Sunnyside No o 1 4,,0 36 ~ 0 5103 6,,7 7,289 13,120 
Horse Canyon 4 .. 8 38.2 5200 5 0 0 7,328 13,190 
Sego 8 .. 0 36 .. 1 46.8 9.1 6,550 11,790 
Coalville Field 
Chappell Mine 14.6 370 1 43 .. 8 4.5 5, 901 10,620 
Vernal Field 
Vernal, 6 Mi. N .. 8 05 34 .. 3 47,,1 10. 1 6,250 11,250 
Colob-Kanab 
Coal Cr .. Can .. 409 38.9 0 43.2 19 .. 9 6,039 10,870 
Orderville 1 Mio 
South of 16 .. 6 32.6 37.4 13.4 4»378 7,880 
Harmony Field 
New Harmony, 4 Mi.. 
Northwest of 7.0 10,,3 60 06 22.1 5,783 10,410 
Kaiparowits Field 
Escalante 24 .. 8 33.0 32.9 9.3 4,122 7,420 




The surface configuration of the coal mining regi~ns is probably 
the most important single factor in the location of the mines, settlements, 
and transportation routes. It has posed tnany problems and has given many 
advantages to the coal mining industry. The outcrop of the coal seams 
along the face of the escarpment has given easy access to the coal, and 
the cutting of the deep canyons through the escarpTIlenthas provided ideal 
sites for mine entries and tipples o On the other hand these same canyons 
forced the building of roads and railroads in the streatn valleys whereas 
the shortest route would be along the face of the escarpTIlento 
The physiography of the Carbon-ETIlery county coal fields is dOTIlin-
ated by the bold erosional escarpTIlent of the Book Cliffs l and the front of 
the Wasatch Plateau (Plate IV). This escarpTIlent extends in a horseshoe 
shape from Greenriver, Utah north to Sunnyside, west to Spring Canyon 
and then south to Mt. Hilgard in Sevier County. The cliffs are formed by 
the resistant edges of a series of almost flat lying cretaceous beds of sand-
stone which are underlain by shale that form steep slopes. The coal beds 
are found in these cliff-forming sandstones. Along the Book Cliffs portion 
of the escarpment and in the north end of the Wasatch Plateau the cliffs 
are broken by steep boulder-strewn slopes but further south along the Was-
atch Plateau the cliffs rise sharply 2500 to 3300 feet above the valley floor. 
(Figures 5 and 6) 
IFrom a distance th~ ,;strata give the impression of the leaves of a book 
lying on its side; hence the nameo 
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Figure 5. Escarpment of the Book Cliffs at Castlegate. Note steep 
boulder strewn slope s below the cliffs. "Tipple, washery 
and machine shops of the Castlegate Mine of the Independent 
Coke and Coal Company. 
..,~.... '1:" 
~'" _._----.-.......... ..... ,)- .: ---::' ......... : _ ..
Figure 6. Escarpment of the Book Cliffs north of Helper, Utah. Hill 
at left is remnant of gravels spread over valley in the past 
and is noW dissected by the Price River flowing along the 
line of trees at right. 
The front of the escarpment partakes of the nature of the semi-arid 
region to the south and east~ The plateau surface is protected from ero-
sion by the sandstone layers which overlie the gray shale of Castle Valleyo 
The rugged and sharply dissected cliffs have resulted from the reces sion 
of the edges of the nearly horizontal strata by stream erosion processes 
typical of the arid and semi-arid regions of the west. During the summer 
heavy rainstorms of the cloudburst type break over the plateau and a large 
amount of precipitation is poured on a small area of nearly barren rock 
and soil in a short time. Within a few minutes after such a storm much 
of tli>is water is concentrated in the usually dry gullies and washes leading 
into the valleys below 0 The r aging water scarry immens e loads of de bri s, 
gouging out their channels at visible rates. The se torrents cut rapidly into 
the soft shale that underlies the sandstone cliffs causing the sandstone to 
break off along joint planes in great blocks, leaving bare, vertical cliffs 
1 . 
and boulder-strewn slopes (Figures 7 and 8). 
The higher levels of the plateaus, back from the es carpment, pre-
sent a striking contrast to the semi-arid conditions, cliffs, and rugged 
canyons of the country near the escarpment. These lands, lying 8, 000 to 
11, 000 feet above sea level, receive a more abundant supply of precipita-
tion, mostly in the form of winter snows, and support a rich variety of 
spruces, pines, aspens and rich grasses typical of the mountainous lands 
of the west.. The water of these high plateaus is especially valuable as a 
lSpieker, op .. cit., p .. 8-90 
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Figure 7 . Escarpment of the Book Cliffs north of Horse Canyon. 
Figure 8. Escarpment of Book Cliffs behind Kenilworth. 
c 
source of supply for the mining industry and for all of the culinary and 
irrigation water for Carbon and Emery Counties. 
Castle Valley extends away from the escarpment for six to fifteen 
miles before it breaks into the San Rafael Swell in a series of cliffs.. The 
floor of the valley is rolling country dotted with low gravel-capped hills .. 
Near the base of the cliffs and extending for several miles out into the 
valley are a series of pediments that were developed from an old erosional 
surface, probably of Pleistocene in age.. The pediment and the underlying 
bedrock have been dissected by the streams of the region to depths up to 
200 feet, producing a youthful topography near the cliffs and out into the 
valleyo The Price River, the only large stream in the region, has cut a 
relatively wide flood plain into the northern end of the valley and Huntington, 
Cottonwood, Ferron, and Muddy Creeks have also reached this mature 
stage where they cross Castle Valley .. 
The deep, Tugged, V-shaped canyons that cut the escarpment offer 
?y 
the ideal sites for the location of mine entrances and tipples 0 The position 
of the outcrop of the coal beds on the face of the cliffs has exposed the coal 
to many centuries of weathering and burning.. The cause of this burning 
is unknown; it may have been cau.sed by lightning, spontaneous combustion, 
or by human acts. Regardless of the cause, on the exposed face of the 
cliffs or at the points of ridges the burning has been found to extend several 
hundred feet back from the outcrop .. I This condition allows the rocks to 
I Clark, opo cit .. , po 29 .. 
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cave and m.akes entrance at these points difficult or im.possible. In the 
canyons however the erosioH process has rem.oved much of the weatMred 
coal so that here m.arketable coal is m.uch closer to the surface. The 
position of the good coal nearer the surface com.bined with the dip of the 
cpal beds into the mountain m.akes the canyons ideal sites for the opening 
of a m.ine o The building of the m.ine opening at this point TIlakes it possible 
to have a favorable grade on the haulage routes in the sections of the m.ine 
on the up- slope side of the TIlain entry. The tipple is usually located 
slightly up on the side of the canyon wall where gravity can be utilized to 
the fullest in the preparing and loading of the coal (Figure 9). 
The canyons and stream. valleys of the region are the sites of the 
transportation routes used in the m.oveTIlent of the coal to m.arket o The 
valley of the Price River as it eros ses northern Castle Valley and its steep 
canyon through the plateaus is the funnel for the m.ain arteries of transpor-
tation from. the coal fields to Northern Utah ~(Figure 10}. The m.ainline of 
the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and U.S. Highway 50-6 follow 
this canyon north to Soldier SUTIlrnit and on to Central Utah. At intervals 
roads and branch lines of the railroad leave the main line and follow stream 
valleys up to the mine s along the escarpment. The mo st direct route s °to 
the mines lie along the base of the cliffs but the rugged surface features 
extending out from the cliffs TIlake rail and road construction im.practical 
as it would involve a prohibitive aTIlount of bridging or filling to eros s the 
many gullies and washes" The Utah Railway fronl Martin to Mohrland is 
27 
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Figure 9. Simple loading and screening chutes at a small truck mine 
northwest of Helper. Note the use of gravity in the proces s ~ 
The mine of the Hardscrabble Coal Co. 
Figure lO~ Canyon of the Price River as it cuts through the Book 
Cliffs. Mainline of the Denver and Rio Grande Western 
Railroad on right and U.S .. Highway S50-6 on the left. 
is the only exception to this rule (flate VIII)o There are no railroads in 
the EIl1ery County Il1ining areas but the roads follow the canyons to the 
Il1ines and SOIl1e continue on over the top of the plateau to the towns in 
.1 
Sanpete County and Southern Utah where TIluch of the coal is tnarketed. 
The physical fraTIlework of the Utah coal industry has given the 
u 
industry both advantages and probleIl1so The geology is generally favor-
able for Il1ining, the quality of the coal is generally adequate to serve 
western TIlarkets, and although the physiography presents SOIl1e probleIl1s 
the industry has adapted its elf to the conditions in the building of its Il1ine s, 




DEVELOPMENT OF THE UTAH COAL INDUSTRY 
Pioneer Period 
The time and date of the first discovery of coal in Utah will never 
be known but it is probable that its existence was known to the Indian inha~ 
bitants of the State. The early Spanish traders who plied the old Spanish 
Trail across southeastern Utah in the Indian slave trade may have known 
of its existence in the areas they crossed but no record of it has been found. 
The first permanent settlers to enter the Utah territory were the 
Mormon Pioneers who had migrated to this country, then a part of Mexico, 
to escape the religious persecution which had been heaped upon them in 
every other place they had attempted to settle. The first objective of the 
, church leaders was to make the colony a self-sustaining economic unit. 
This program was undertaken because of the isolation of the colony and be-
cause of the desire of the church to avoid, as far as possible, the contacts 
with non~member people whic:q. had led to their previous troubles. Agri-
culture was encouraged and land was given to the ~ead of each family 
according to his needs. Mining, except for the basic minerals, coal, iron 
and lead, was openly discouraged by the church leaders o 
Fuel for the growing settlements was supplied from the forests of 
the surrounding mountains; however, the cost of hauling wood from the 
mountains and the diminishing sJ,lpply of timber made the need for a better 
source of fuel evident very early in the history of the State o Despite the 
J 
need for coal in the centers of settlement in northern Utah the first mining 
of coal took place in southern Utah in connection with attempts to establish 
an iron industry near Cedar City. An exploring party reported deposits of 
high-grade iron ore near the present site of Cedar City in 1850 0 1 The 
Mormon leaders were quick to realize the value an iron industry would 
have to their isolated colony and soon took steps to develop this resource. 
E:xploring parties scouted the surrounding country and found coal in the 
canyons of the plateaus a few mile s east of the iron deposits 0 The fir st 
iron was produced in Dece:mber 18520 Operations continued for several 
years despite difficulties posed by severe winter weather, floods, and In-
dianso In 1854 many of the colonists left for ITlore attractive regions and 
the churCh-sponsored iron producing venture ended. 2 Several attempts 
were made to revive the industry in later years but none succeededo Coal 
mining has continued in the area on a small scale to supply local needs. 
In an effort to spur exploration for a fuel source close to Salt Lake 
City the territorial legislature offered a reward of $1, 000 to any person who 
could find a coal bed at least 18 inches thick within 40 miles of Salt Lake 
City. Coal was discovered near the present site of Coalville, Summit County 
1 
Lewis, Anna Viola, II Development of Mining in Utah, " Unpublished Mas-
ters Thesis, Department of History, University of Utah, 1941, p. 12. 
2Ibido, p. 115. 
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in 1859, possibly as a result of this offer. Further discoveries were 
made in the Coalville area in 1863 and 1864 but bec.3_ase of the high cost 
of hauling the coal by wagon the price in Salt Lake City remained at about 
$40 per ton. The building of the Union Pacific Railroad down Echo Canyon 
and Weber Canyon, a few miles from the mines, in 1869 spurred activity 
1 
and for a few years this area was a leading producer. 
At about the same time as the initial discovery near Coalville two 
immigrant miners from Wales learned of coal in the Sanpete Valley from 
the Indians. In 1857 the town of Wales was founded and the first mine opened 
in the valley. The coal was of coking quality and the next year ovens were 
built and the coke hauled to Salt Lake City by wagon. In the next few years 
the ownership of the mine changed hands several times; included was an 
English company which built a branch railroad into the area from Nephi, 
but the area was later abandoned because of lack of funds and because it 
was unable to compete with the newly developed eastern Utah fields that 
had more favorable mining conditions. 
The first documented evidence of coal in the Wasatch Plateau field 
is found in the report of the transcontinental railroad survey that crossed 
central Utah in 1853. This report, written by Lieut. Edward G. Beckwith, 
states, under the date of October 11, 1853: "Specimens of coal were 
brought in from the hills near camp, Capt. Gunnison and Dr. Schiel differ-
1 
Roe, James M., "Some Important Impacts of Geneva Steel on the Utah 
Economy," Unpublished Masters Thesis, Dept. of Marketing, University 
of Utah, 1953, p. 11. 
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ing in opinion as to its quality. "I The party was camped at this time near 
the north end of the Erne ry coal field~ 2 
The quest for a source of good coal in Utah soon led to the Wasatch 
Plateau where a mine ~as opened near the headwaters of Huntington Creek 
in 1875. A few coke ovens and a settlement called Connelsville were built, 
but the old plague of high transportation costs forced the closing of this 
mine after three years of operation. 3 Pleasant Valley, the first large 
coal producing area of Utah, was opened shortly after Connelsville. The 
actual date is disputed but it must have been in late' 1875 for construction 
on a railroad into the area was begun in 1876. Several mines were soon 
opened and the first coal mined was hauled by wagon to Springville. 
The failure of many of the early coal mining ventures in Utah may 
be directly attributed to a lack of adequate transportation. The full develop-
ment of the Pleasant Valley field was not accomplished until the Utah and 
Pleasant Valley Railroad, a narrow-gage line from Springville to Winter 
Quarter, was completed in 1879. 4 Its completion br oke the virtual monopoly 
1 U o So War Department, Explorations and Surveys for a Railroad Route to 
the Pacific Ocean, VoL 2, (Washington, D. C. : 1854), p. 62. 
2 Lupton, C" T <>, "Geology and Coal Re sources of Castle Valley in Carbon, 
Emery and Sevier Counties, Utah,ftU~S. Geological Survey Bulletin 628, 
1926, p. 9. -
3Sp ieker, Edmund M., opo cit., po L 
4Johnson, David F., History and Economics of Utah Railroads," Unpub-
lished Masters Thesis,Dept. of Economics, University of Utah, 1947, p. 
52. Winter Quarters was the first mining town in the Pleasant Valley field. 
It was located west of the present town of Scofield. Mining continued there 
until the disaster of 1900 when 218 men were killed in an explosion in the 
Winter Quarters mine. Since that time the mine has been closed and the 
town abandoned. 
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of the Utah coal trade held for many years by the Union Pacific Railroad, 
who controlled the Coalville and southern Wyoming coal fields, and insured 
the future of the eastern Utah coal industry. Expansion of production was 
rapid in the area and by 1889 the Pleasant Va lley field was producing 90 
per cent of Utah f s coal. 
Utah Fuel Company Period 
The original operating company in the Pleasant Valley field was 
the Plea~ant Valley Coal Company. In 1882 this company sold its proper-
ties to the newly formed Utah Fuel Company. The Pleasant Valley Coal 
Company then conducted some explorations along the front of the Book Cliffs 
and the Wasatch Plateau in Carbon County. Favorable reports of these ex-
plorations led to the opening of the Castlegate No.1 mine in 1890. 1 Shortly 
thereafter this property was purchased by the Utah Fuel Company and the 
Pleasant Valley Coal Company ceased its operations. The Utah Fuel Com-
pany continued the expansion begun by its predecessor, opening the Sunny-
side No.1 mine in 1898, and remained one of the largest operators in the 
Utah coal industry until its properties were sold in 1950. 2 
Increased output of the Utah metal ~ines in the last years of the 
nineteenth century brought about an increased demand for coking coal; as 
a result some coke ovens were built at Castlegate soon after the mine was 
1 Sutton, Wain, Utah~A Centennial History, (New York: Lewis Historical 
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Grande Western Colorado lines was made in April 1883 at the State boun-
1 dary. 
The original narrow gauge line was standard gaged in 1898. The 
increased production of the coal mines in the early ears of the twentieth 
century made the double-tracking and reduction of some steep grades a 
necessity if the line was to give proper service. It is thought that these 
improvements may have been hastened by the beginning of construction of 
a competing line, the Utah Railway, at Springville and Hiawatha. 2 
Expansion Period 
The first 25 years of the twentieth century was a period of great 
expansion of the production and capacity of the Utah coal industry (Figure 
11). The dominance of the industry by the Utah Fuel Company was broken 
and the favorable economic conditions of the times led to the opening of 
m.any new mines in the Carbon-Emery fields. The first large tlIndependent" 
mine, appropriately owned by the Independent Coal and Coke Com.pany, was 
opened at Kenilworth in the Book Cliffs east of Helpero The Hiawatha dis-
trict had its initial developm.ent in 1908, soon after Kenilworth, when the 
West Hiawatha mine of Consolidated Fuel Company and the Mohrland mine 
of the Castle Valley Fuel Company were opened. These two companies 
jointly built the Castle Valley Railroad from Price to their mines in 1910, 
lIbido, p. 50. 
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Figure il, utah coa[ production, 1870-1952. (Source: Minera' S Yearbook, Various years).1 
arid in 1911 the Black Hawk mine was opened at the site of the present 
Hiawatha King # 1 mine. All the mine s in the area were purchased in 1911 
by the United Stah~s Smelting and Refining Company to insure a fuel supply 
for their western smelting operations. 1 The United States Fuel Company 
was organized to operate the mines. 
In succeeding years the United States Fuel Company decided to 
abandon the poorly graded Castle Valley Railroad which connected its mines 
with the Denver and Rio Grande Western at Price.. At the same time the 
Denver and Rio Grande Western had only a single track line over the Was-
atch Plateau and a bottleneck had developed in the transportation of the coal 
to market. The new line was to parallel the Denver and Rio Grande West-
ern track and free the mines along the Wasatch Plateau from any dependence 
on the Denver and Rio Grande Western. Construction on the new line, the 
Utah Railway, was begun at Springville and Hiawatha in 1913. The Denver 
and Rio Grande Western officials soon realized the effects a competing line 
would have on their coal trade. The two lines soon reached an agreement, 
whereby the Utah Railway would build its line from Hiawatha to a junction 
two mile s north of Helper (Plate V), and a track paralleling the then exist-
ing Denver and Rio Grande Western track from Springville to Thistle. 
IDaughters of Utah Pioneers, Centennial Echos from Carbon County; 
(Price, Utah: Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1948), p. 214Q 
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The Denver and Rio Grande Western would double track the remainder of 
its line over the Wasatch Plateau, and eliminate some steep grades near 
Soldier Summit. The two companies then shared in joint trackage rights 
over the line. I 
In the years just preceding and during World War I operations be-
gan in the Spring Canyon district. Several wagon mines were opened early 
in this area but real development awaited the construction of a branch line 
of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad into the district in 1912. 
Settlements were established and development work was begun and the 
mines began shipment as soon as the railroad was finished. During the 
war years several more mines were opened in the area, including Rains, 
Peerless, and the Latuda mineso 2 
No further ' significant expansion of mining capacity occurred in the 
coal fields until 1922, and in the next four years several new mines were 
opened. Castlegate No o 3, the first shaft mine in Utah, was opened in 1922. 
I 
It could not compete with the more economical drift mines and it closed 
after a few years of operation. The Gordon Creek district, with the Con-
sumers, National and Sweet Mines, was opened in 19230 A branch of the 
Utah Railway was built into the area soon after it was opened. The Columbia ' 
mine, south of Sunnyside, was opened in 1925 to provide coking coal for 
1 Johnson, Ope cit., po 840 




the Ironton blast furnace south of Provo. 1 
During this period of expansion the annual production climbed from 
1-1/2 mill! on tons worth 2 -1/2 million dollar s in 1906 to over 5 million 
tons worth 12-3/4 millions of dollars in 1929. The labor force had more 
than doubled in the mining industry during the periodo Production and em-
ployment had dropped from the peaks of the war and early post-war years 
but both had made enormous gains since the beginning of the period 
(Figure s 11 and 12)" 
Depression - World War II Period 
The great depression that plagued the United States all through the 
1930's had a severely repressive effect on the coal industry. The indus-
trial market was severely curtailed and at the same time natural gas for 
the fir st time began to compete for the dome stic market in northern Utah. 
These and other reasons caused reductions in production and employment 
which were not counteracted until World War 110 In 1934 production fell 
to two and one -half million tons; the lowe st output in the Utah coal fields 
since 1910. Employment reached its low of 2500 workers in 1939" 
The number of mines in operation during the depression varied from 
year to year as a result of changing business conditions but the entries and 
exits of companies from the scene were mostly by the small wagon and 
truck mines. The only large :mine opened during the period of the depres sion 
lMadsen, Co H., History of Carbon County, (Price, Utah: Carbon County 
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Figure 12, A'Verage number of employees in Utah Bl.tuminous coal industry, 1905-1952.-1 \Source: Minerals Yearbook, 
Various years). 
was the New Peerless mine opened in 1930 north of Castlegateo It only 
operated a short time before it was abandoned and has never been reopened. 
In addition to the general slowdown which the industry experienced 
during the depres sion, two other factor s were introduced that had a pro-
found effect. The first was the miners union, the United Mine Workers of 
America.. After many years of strife and bitterness the union was able to 
organize the majority of the miners in Utah under the provisions of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933. The second factor, the almost 
complete me chanization of the Utah mine s, was partially the re sult of the 
first. Mine machines had to be introduced to reduce production costs by 
pro'ducing more coal per man per day. 
World War II revived coal mining in Utah. The tremendous increase 
in industrialization on the Pacific Coast and in the Intermountain Region 
produced high demands for fuel and resulted in the record production of 7 
million tons in 1944. The greatest single addition to the mining capacity 
of the State resulted from the building of the Geneva Steel Plant near Provo. 
Development work on the Horse Canyon mine began in 1942 and by the time 
the steel plant was completed the mine was producing coking coal in large 
quantities. This mine is now the largest single producer west of the Mis-
sissippi River. 1 The completely new town of -Dragerton, with over 800 homes, 
was constructed to house the workers for the new mine and it is a model 
1 




of the new type of coal mining settlements. 
The years following World War II were a time of almost continuous 
labor strife in the Utah coal fields. Long strike s occurr ed in 1946, 1947, 
1948, and 1949, causing much hardship to both the consume r s and miner s 
and severely affected the markets for coal. Many of these strikes were 
nationwide while others just affected individual mines. A total of 38 stop-
pages for labor disputes were recorded in the 1945-52 period. 2 
In 1950, after sixty-eight years of operations, the Utah Fuel Com-
pany withdrew from the Utah coal industry. The Sunnyside mines numbers 
1, 2, and 3 were sold to the Kaiser Steel Corporation and the Castlegate 
and Clear Creek mines were sold to the Independent Coal and Coke Company. 
The Korean emergency caused an increase in production, but with 
the end of hostilities production has declined slightly. Much of the market 
for coal has been lost to other fuels since World War II and this combined 
with two mild winters has caused a serious unemployment situation to 
develop in the mining industry. 
The development of the Utah coal industry was slow and scattered 
in its early years. The major handicap was the lack of adequate transporta-
tion between the coal fields and the centers of population. The construction 
of the Utah and P1easant Valley Railroad and later the Denver and Rio 
1 
Borovatz, Steve Nick, "The Settlement of Carbon County and The Develop-
ment of Schools, II Unpublished Masters Thesis,Dept~ of Educational 
Administration, University of Utah, 1953, p. 69. 
2Clark, Joseph C .. , Jr., "A History of Strikes in Utah," Unpublished Mas-
ters Thesis, Dept. of Economics, Uo of Utah, 1953, p .. 22-24. 
Grande Western Railroad opened the way for the development of the east-
ern Utah coal fields. The fir st quarter of the twentieth century was a period 
of great expansion in the industry with the Utah capacity increasing several 
times. The depression period brought many problems and changes to the 
industry but the most important were the unionization of the mines and the 
introduction of mining machines in the Utah mines. World War II revived 
the industry but the continued labor turmoil and los s of markets has put 
industry in a serious condition today. 
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CHA:P-TER FOUR 
OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION 
The bitu:minous coal :mining industry, like any other in our :modern 
industrial society, is confronted with a :multitude of proble:ms that con-
stantly haras s the coperator. Unlike other industrial establish:ments the 
operator is li:mited in his selection of sites. He has to go where the coal 
deposits are located. Once he has obtained, by purchase or leasing, con-
trol of a sufficient a:mount of coal lands to justify the opening of a :mine, 
the operator :must plan the develop:ment of the mine so as to extract the 
maxi:mu:m a:mount of coal at the least cost in accordance with the re source 
conditions of his mine. The :mine owner :must decide which type of :mine 
opening will be best for his particular area, the pattern of development of 
the :mine, the a:mount and types of :machines that can be best utilized. He 
:must :make provisions for safe :mine practices and educate the miners In 
safety procedures to comply with state and federal mine safety laws. Coal 
cleaning and preparation plants must be provided, where necessary, to i:m-
prove the quality of the coal and arrange:ments for :marketing the coal :must 
be :made. In addition he often provides horne sand co:m:munity services for 
the mine r s he employs. 
Types of Mines 
In deep mining the type of opening used is determined largely by 
the topography, position of the outcrop, and the depth or thickness of the 
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overburden. An underground m.ine can be opened: (1) By driving a more 
less level tunnel, called a drift, into the coal bed; (2) by driving an inclined 
entry, called a slope, down to the coal bed; or (3) by sinking a vertical 
shaft down to the coal level. The first two m.ethods are favored in hilly or 
m.ountainous country, such as prevails in the Utah coal fields, and the third 
in flat country. 
A large m.ajority of the coal m.ines in Utah are drift m.ines as a re-
sult of the m.ore £avorable topographic and geologic conditions G The outcrop 
of the coal beds on the face of the escarpm.ent, sornetimes at considerable 
height above the valley floor, the gentle dip of the beds into the mountains, 
and the dissection of the cliffs by streams have made conditions for drift 
m.ining very favorable. 
The drift m.ine is usually opened near the bottom. of a canyon where 
the coal bed intersects the stream. bed as the strata dips into the m.ountain. 
This leave s the m.axim.um. am.ount of coal above the level of the m.ain entry 
and gives a favorable downhill route for loaded mine cars in this section 
of the m.ine-o The m.ain entry to the mine is driven from. the surface along 
the strike of the bed or by a rock tunnel to an intersection with the bed and 
then along the strike for the length of the property. The m.ain entry divides 
the dip workings on the down- slope side from the raise workings on the 
up- slope side. At intervals varying from. 2000 to 3500 feet entries are m.ade 
at a 90° angle from the main entry up and down the dip of the bed. Along 
the se slope and raise entrie s, strike entrie s are driven at a 90° angle every 
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200 to 300 feet separating the mine into panels. Rooms lead from the 
strike entries at intervals determined by the size of pillar. These are 
the centers of mining activity and it is here that most of the operations in 
the mining cycle take place (Plate VI). 
The room-and-pillar system of mining has become the prevalent 
type of operation in the Utah coal fields ~ Under this systern miner s are 
isolated within a circumscribed space in which they work and they are 
dependent upon their own abilitie s to cornplete the basic tasks of timb ering, 
or bolting, drilling, blasting, and loading. As coal rnining has become 
rnore mechanized the individual miner who was formerly responsible for 
all of the operations in his particular section, has been replaced by a team 
in which each member has his own specialized task to perform. 
It is the custom to drive the entries and rooms to the property line 
or until it is no longer econornical to operate in an area because of thinning 
of the seam, distance from the tipple, or any other reason, then the re-
treat from the area is begun. On the retreat the pillars and top coal left 
as roof support on the advance are removed and the roof is allowed to 
cave. The collapse of the roof in worked out areas is allowed because it 
is believed that this takes some of the pressure off of the roof in areas of 
continuing operations. 
The Mining Cycle 
The mining of coal was for many centuries a hand operation with 
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the pick and shovel and a little blasting powder as the only tools.. The 
cutting, loading, and hauling of the coal in the early mines was a tedious 
and backbreaking operation, and it was not until the last 75 years that 
hand tools were widely replac,ed by machines. 
The past half-century has witnessed greater technical changes in 
the mining of biturninous coal than all its previous years cornbined. In 
underground rnining nearly every phase of the operating cycle has been 
rnechanized. In the rnodern rnine the coal is undercut by electric rnachine s, 
electric drills prepare the coal for blasting, an electric charge sets off 
the blast, electric loaders clean up the coal and load it into rnine cars or 
conveyors for its trip on electric trolley railroads to the electrically 
powered preparation plant at the tipple .. 
The modern coal mine is a large, scattered operation involving co-
ordination of rnany men and machines to recover the maximum amount of 
coal at the minirnum cost.. Much like a factory, a rnine rnust have all oper-
ations of the mi~ing cycle coordinated to the utrnost, but the scattered nature 
of the operations rnake s an efficient transportation and communications 
systern essentiaL 
Besides activities that deal directly with recovery of the coal, min-
ing includes auxiliary services necessary to the proper functioning of a 
mine. Under gr ound rnining involve s cutting, drilling, blasting, and loading 
the coal, and hauling it to the tipple where it is prepared for rnarket, sorne-
tirnes in an elaborate cleaning and preparation plant. Other essential tasks 
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include timbering or bolting, ventilating, pumping, supplying power, and 
maintenance of machines and mine. Many of these auxiliary tasks are per-
formed to comply with federal and state mines safety laws. 
The mining cycle begins with the cutting, drilling and blasting of 
the coal to break it down from the seam. The coal face toward which the 
mining process is directed constitutes a solid vertical wall, the height 
being equal to the thickness of the seam, or in thick seams to a height that 
is safe to remove. The coal can be blasted from the solid face of the seam 
without any advance preparation of the seam itself. However, the hea'vier 
charge and the greater resistance when seams are blasted uncut increase 
the shattering effect and result in an excessive amount of fine coal. There 
is also the danger that shots will blowout of the drill hole and ignite the 
coal dust or gas. This method, called shooting off the solid, is still used 
to some extent in Utah, usually in removing pillars. 
Danger s incident to shooting off the solid, together with the degrad-
ation resulting from using a large charge of explosive, have led to the 
practice of undercutting the seam in order to give rOOITl for expansion 
when the charge is fired. Instead of shattering the coal the blast seems 
to push the coal away froITl the seam with the minimuITl of shattering. The 
undercutting of the seaITl is almost a completely mechanized operation. 
The ITlethod ITlost used in the Utah mines is to make a horizontal cut along 
the bottoITl of the seam completely acros s the room and a vertical cut in 
the center of the face about half the height of the seam. 
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The cutting machine s in use today are electrically powered, with 
a heavy plate known as the cutter bar, extending out in front of the machine .. 
Around the outer edge of the plate is an endless chain fitted with remov-
able steel bits.. In operation the revolving chain is forced against the coal 
to make the cut.. The bar can be rotated on its axis to make both the hori-
zontal and vertical cuts. There are many variations of this basic pattern 
to meet the conditions of the various mines. Machines are track mounted 
for track equipment mines, mounted on rubber tires for trackless m.ines, 
and the shortwall type, a small cutter adapted to use in small mines, which 
is dragged or hauled from location to location. The size of the carriage 
is also variable for use in thick or thin seams. The use of cutting machines 
has increased yearly in the Utah coal fields and in 1952, 99 per cent of the 
coal mined was cut by machines (Figure 13}. 
In preparation for blasting a series of holes are drilled in the face 
to the same depth as the undercut.. The drilling operation is almost com-
pletely mechanized. In the Utah mines drilling is done by electric drills 
mounted on rubber-tired carriages, by post-mounted drills or by hand 
drills 0 The blasting of the coal from the seam has long been one of the 
most dangerous operations in coal mining. Gunpowder and later dynamite 
were first used but the frequency of mine disasters from blasting led to 
the development of flameless and permissible explosives .. 1 The use of 
lA permissible explosive is one which has passed certain tests conducted 
by the United States Bureau of Mines to determine if it meets specified 
safety regulations. The word permissible refers not only to the explo'sive 
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Figur e 13, Percentage of Utah coal mined by various methods, 1915-1952. (Source: Minerals 
Yearbook, Various years) .. 
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explosives is not permitted in gaseous m.ines, therefore compressed air 
or carbon dioxide is used as the blasting agent. 
The preparations and shooting of the charge is carried out by highly 
trained shoot firers who must be certified by the Utah State Industrial 
Commission o The drill holes are loaded and the charge is fired between 
shifts in the lar ger mine s and during lunch periods or between shifts in 
the smaller mines" This procedure is followed not only for the safety of 
the miners but it also provides a supply of coal ready for loading when the 
next shift begins work .. 
Machine loading devices are not used in as many mines as drilling 
and cutting machines; 13 mines loaded by hand in 1952, but over 99 per 
cent of the total Utah production was loaded by machines ~ The mining 
machines in use today are built with two rotating gathering arms which pick 
up the coal after it has been blasted off the face and pull it onto a conveyor. 
The loaders are mounted either on caterpillar tracks or a railroad car-
riage for moving them in the mine" As with the cutting machines the size 
of the loaders is varied to suit the conditions of the seam" The use of load-
ing machines became extensive after union organization of the mines in 
1933" Union organization raised wages and production costs so loading 
machines were introduced to increase output {Figure 14). 
Mine haulage, or the transportation of the coal from the place it is 
mined to th~ surface where it is prepared for market, is an essential and 
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Figur 14 , Loa-ing of coal i n t a, 1925-1952. 
(Source: Minerals Yearboo , Variou years ) . 
previously, is designed to provide the best pos sible TIleans of transporting 
the coal., FroTIl the rOOTIlS where it is first loaded the coal is hauled to 
the strike entries by TIleans of conveyors or shuttle cars;, here it is placed 
in TIline cars for its trip to the dip or raise entry where it is lowered or 
raised to the TIlain entry by a hoist. In the TIlain entry the cars are TIlade 
into trains of 10 to 20 cars and hauled to the surface. In SOTIle Utah TIlines 
the gathering of the coal is now done alrn.ost corn.plete~y by conveyors {Fig-
ures 15 and l6}~ 
The auxiliary services in the coal TIline have two purposes, to 
rn.aintain the rn.ine and equiprn.ent, and to provide the TIlaxirn.urn. safety for 
the TIliners o The TIlechanized nature of rn.ining today has increased costs 
trern.endously so it is essential that the expensive rn.achinery be kept in as 
good an operating condition possible. Most rn.ines keep a force of trained 
repairrn.en and have well equipped repair shops to do the repair work o 
Sorn.e rn.ines even have their shops underground to save tirn.e in TIlaking re-
pairs 0 Provision is also TIlade for TIlaintenance work on all TIlachines while 
they are being us ed. 
In rn.any ways the fields of TIlaintenance and safety coalesce for the 
constant maintenance of the equiprn.ent is necessary to insure TIline safetyo 
It is in the field of mine safety that government regulation has entered into 
the TIlining industry the most o The rules and regulations for the safe op-
eration of coal mines in Utah are said to be the most complete in the nationo 
The state regulations are made by a COTIlTIlittee of the TIline owners, miners, 




Figure 15. Tipple at terminus of the mian conveyor of the Horse Canyon 
Mine of the Columbia-Geneva Division, "United States Steel 
..... Co:Eo~~!i~~ .~ ---r _ _~ __ , ~ ______ -~-- _______________ .... -
Figure 16. 
in foreground. 
Canyon Mine. Stockpile of mine props 
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and m.em.bers of the State Industrial Com.m.ission.. After being form.ulated 
by this com.m.ittee the regulations are then m.ade law by action of the legis-
lature o They can be changed from. tim.e to tim.e as conditions dem.and .. 
Both state and federal m.ining laws cover alm.ost every phase of operations 
and provide for periodic inspection to insure com.plianceo The coal m.ine 
inspector s have the power to clos e any m.ine found to be violating the 
safety regulations ~ 
Coal Preparation 
Since the beginning of coal m.ining the preparation of coal for m.ar-
ket has changed from. the sim.ple task of the miner casting aside the impur-
ities found in the seam to a complex process involving expensive machinery" 
Because buyers have become discrim.inating and competition among differ-
ent coals and other fuels more intense, operators find it necessary to process 
their product to improve its quality and physical appearance.. It is inter-
esting to note that while mechanization of mining has reduced production 
costs, increased m.echanization in coal preparation has had the opposite 
effecto 
The simplest system of preparation still involves casting impurities 
aside by hand as the mine cars are loaded or later as the coal is loaded for 
shipment at the surface.. Such m.ethods m.ust be employed at mines with 
lim.ited tonnage that cannot afford large preparation plants or at mines whose 
customers do not demand much preparation. However the trend is toward 
more and more preparation of the coal before it is marketed (Plate VII}ao 
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The separation of mine-run coal into sizes by screening is now 
the procedure in all coal mines. Official information is lacking on the use 
of screening equipment but 80 per cent of the total output in 1927 came from 
mines equipped with screening equipmentl and with the advances in coal 
preparation since that time it may be assllID-ed that almost 100 per cent of 
the outpn.t is now screened. The screens in use vary from simple bar 
screens to mechanical shaking screens that can separate several different 
sizes. 
The importance of cleaning depends upon the original quality of the 
coal and the demands of the customers. As the practice of buying coal by 
heat units has grown and competition between coal and other fuels has en-
larged, efficient cleaning has become a necessity in major sections of the 
bituminous-coal industry. The earliest type of cleaning was to have the 
miner hand pick the coal as it was loaded into the mine cars o With the in-
trocKlction of mechanized cutting and loading devices hand picking became 
impractical and the need for increased surface preparation became apparento 
Mechanical cleaning began in Utah in 1939 with the completion of 
the plant at Hiawatha by the United States Fuel Company2 and the building 
of a plant in 1939-40 at Castlegate by the Utah Fuel Company3 {Table 3) .. 
IMineral Resources of the United States, 19291 P1:. 2 Non-metals, U.S. 
Bureau of Mines. 
2 
U.S" Fuel Company, Thirty Years of Coal Mining, (Salt Lake City: U.SII> 
Fuel Company, 1946), po 19. 
3Robbins, J. Spencer, The Mechanical Preparation of Coal with Special 
Reference to a Utah Plant, Unpublished Bachelor of Science Thesis, DepL 
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Utah, 1941, po 21. 
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Table 3 
MECHANICAL COAL CLEANING IN UTAH 1939-1952 
% of Utah 
Year No. of Plant s Tons Cleaned Output C Ie ane d 
1939 1 a a 
1940 2 a a 
1941 3 1,042,679 2506 
1942 3 1,413,048 25.6 
1943 2 839, III 12.6 
1944 3 2,064,798 29.0 
1945 3 1,682,138 25.2 
1946 3 1,636,201 27.3 
1947 3 1,679,577 2206 
1948 3 2,134,386 31.3 
1949 
1950 6 2,312,384 34.7 
1951 6 2,039,335 33.2 
1952 
aFigure s not Pllblished 
Source: Minerals Yearbook 1941, 1944, 1947, 1950, 1952 
Today the largest mines of the State have elaborate cleaning plants 
and 40 per cent of the total Utah production is rnechanically cleaned. Some 
operators feel that the purity of the seams they work is high enough that 
extensive cleaning is unnecessary and only if it should fall will they install 
cleaning equipment to keep their markets. 1 
All the common me chanical- cleaning device s utilize the difference 
in specific gravity between coal and the impurities to be removed. A clean 
and rapid separation of coal and rock impurities can be accomplished by 




passing the ITlixture through a rising current of water so controlled that 
the upward force is strong enough to lift the coal but too weak to lift the 
waste products. The coal is carried over a discharge point and the iITlpur-
itie s sink to a trap in the bottoITl where they are reITloved. l Most plants 
have provision for drying the washed coal. 
Special treatITlents of coal before it is ITlarketed are generally the 
application of oil or cheITlicals, cr~shing, and rescreening of the sized 
coal. Oiling or the addition of cheITlicals is for the purpos e of reducing 
dust and preventing freezing in transit. The increase in crushing is a re-
sult of the expanded deITland for stoker coal and the reduced consumption 
of lump and nut coal in domestic and industrial heating. Rescreming is an 
attempt to keep the quality as high as possible despite breakage resulting 
from handling between the original screening and loading. 
In the course of the mining and preparation of the coal many sizes 
are produced and so:me of these are in much greater demand than others 
(Table 4). In the proce s s of producing the size s :most in de:mand it is im-
possible not to get so:me smaller sizes as well. If it is lump or nut coal 
that is in demand production will be concentrated on these and the remain-
ing s:maller sizes will be du:mped on the :market by the producers in the 
hope of getting as high a price as possible. With the increased use of 
stoker-fired burning units this problem has beco:me less i:mportant, in 
fact, the coal produced today is often crushed in the preparation plants 
lHotchkis s, op. cit., po 34. 
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Table 4 
DISTRIBUTION OF COAL BY SIZES SOLD BY UT AH OPERATORS 
1946 1952 Per Cent Change 
Sizes Tonnage % Tonnage % 1946-1952 
LUITlp 
1 5 / 8 II X 1 0 II 1, 115,448 20.0 493,039 16.6 -3.37 
Stove 3" x 8 11 342,046 8.3 11,881 .4 -7.89 
Egg 1 5/8 11 X 10" 24,474 . 7 11,589 04 - . . 26 
Nut 1 5/8 1 ' X 3" 426,922 10.3 165,114 5.6 -4.77 
Dust-Slack 
3/16" x 15/8" 1,785,812 43.2 1,944,819 65.5 22.33 
Str aight mine 
run 97,495 2.2 - 2. 36 
8" Mine run 206,706 5.0 1,292 . 1 -4.96 
3" Mine run 421,388 10.3 340,516 11.4 1026 
Totals 4,133,827 100.0 2,968,265 100.0 








Figure 17 Q Tipple and coal preparation plant at the Kenilworth Min,e of 
the Independent Coal and Coke Company.' Coal is screened 
and sized here and then shipped to Castlegate where one 
shi~g.4?la t serves all three of the companyts mines Q 
Figure 18. Loading railroad cars at the coal preparation plant of the 
Castlegate mine of the Independent Coal and Coke Company, 
Castlegate, Utah. 
to produce the smaller sizes. 
The Seas onal Cycle 
The seasonality of production is probably the most serious prob-
lem facing the coal industry. The market for coal is seasonal, stockpiling 
is difficult, and production tends to follow demand. The usual character 
of seasonal production is a peak in the winter months, October to February, 
an"d a low during the summer season (Figure 19). The vagaries of the win-
ter weather in the marketing areas may also have an influence on production. 
A mild winter, such as the winter of 1953 - 54, may reduce the demand for 
coal considerably on the commercial market. The effects of this seasonal 
curve are most profound in mines where the entire output goe s onto the 
commercial market. Since the production of iron and steel is a constant 
proces s the output of coal de stined for the coke ovens is not usually affected 
by seasonal changes. The average monthly production figures for the period 
• 
1939-1952 in Utah express this seasonal curve, but since such a large por-
tion of the Statets production, 37 per cent in 1952, is destined for consump-
tion in the steel mills the variation is not as great as if all thep:roduction 
went into commercial channels. 
The usual effect of curtailed demand for coal in the summer season 
is: the reduction in the labor force at the mines, lessened production by 
reducing the number of days worked, and often a complete suspension of 
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Figure 19, verage monthly coal roduction in Utah, 
1939-1952~ (Source : Minerals Yearbook, 
Various years). 
are often closed for several months each year. This is not always the 
case, however, for some of the small operators, through good marketing 
practice s, are able to keep their operations at a steady level throughout 
the year. These mines employ a very few miners so that the effect of 
their prosperity is not reflected in the statewide picture. 
Two major problems arise from the seasonality of coal production; 
they are (1) unsteazdy employment and pay for the miners, and (2) over-
investment in machinery and equipment by the mine owners. The inevi-
table result of the variable demand for coal is that the mines will be idle 
for a considerable portion of each year. For the period 1914-1952 the 
Utah coal mine s worked an average of 199 days per year, but the variation 
from year to year was considerable, ranging from 140 days in 1931 to 301 
days in 1944 (Figure 20) 0 Actual shutdowns of the mines for long periods 
of time are not common. The usual practice is to reduce the work week 
to two or three days and layoff a portion of the mining crews in slack 
periods. Thus it can be seen that unless the miner receives a high wage 
when working and puts a portion of it into savings or has a supplemental 
income, he may have to depend on some relief agency for a part of each 
year. The isolated location of the mining centers and the extreme depend-
ency of the areal s economy on coal mining make the chances of a miner 
having a supplemental income very small. If the miner wishe s to keep his 
job he must be available on short notice. Therefore he usually cannot leave 
the area in search of part time work, and as a slowdown in rp.ining means 
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Figure ~-20, Average number of days coal mines worked in Utah, 1915-1952.: (Source: Minerals 
Yearbook, Various years).~ 
a general business slowdown within the vicinity, local part-time work is 
practically impossible to ~ind. A few of the miners do engage in farming 
in the slack season but the acreage of farming land in the valley is limited 
and most of the mining centers are near the mines at a considerable dis-
tance from any agricultural lands. The largest area of part-time farming 
is in Emery County where the miners in the small truck mines usually 
live in the farm towns. In most instances, therefore, the unemployed miner 
is dependent upon state unemployment insurance payments and upon credit, 
r 
granted by the company for rent, coal, and groceries, to be taken from 
his salary when he again goes to work. 
Excess capacity and over-investment are characteristics of the 
bituminous - coal industry as a whole, and apply to the Utah coal industry . 
(Figure 21). A number of reasons have been advan,ced in explanation of 
these factors. The first basic reason is the seasonality of coal production, 
with the large amount of expensive equipment which must stand idle for 
large portions of the year to be able to meet any demands on a short notice. 
Another reason is the relatively low cost of opening a new mine; these are 
constantly being opened, especially when general business conditions seem 
favorable or when a local market for the product may develop~ A third 
reason for the difficulties of the industry has been the sharp rivalry of oil, 
gas and other competing fuels. In addition, the improvements in fuel ef-
ficiency have decreased the quantities of coal required to produce the same 
amount of heat or energy. 
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Figure 21, Production and capa.ci-t,y of Utah coal mines, 1914-1952. (Source: Minel"als Yearbook, 
Var ious years). -\-
Ownership and ManageIllent 
The effects of owner ship and IllanageIllent of the Illine s cannot be 
ignored in the consideration of the Utah coal industry. The size of a Illine 
and the extent of its production are ultiIllately liIllited by the resource con-
ditions of , a property, but it is the IllanageIllent that determines the scope 
of the operations of any cOIllpany. The type of ownership and the capital 
backing of the cOIllpany is iIllportant in deterIllining the size of the Illine 
that will be developed. The larger Illine s are either owned by corporations 
with a considerable financial backing and a Illarketing organization capable 
of disposing of their output, or they are captive mines belonging to the large 
1 
steel cOIllpanies in the West. The sIllaller Illines are usually owned by 
individuals, partnerships, cooperatives or faIllily organizations. They 
naturally do not have the capital for large operations or rapi~ expansion. 
Most of these Illines are Illechanized but Illuch of their equipIllent is old or 
'J 
locally Illade and their developIllent is slow. This sIllall size should not be 
taken as a sign that these Illine s are backward in their Illethods for they are 
often the IllOSt efficient Illine s in the industry; on the other hand they have 
no extensive marketing organization and usually depend upon the truck trade 
to dispose of their output. 
1 A capt ive Illine is one which is owned by a parent organization and produ-
ce s coal for a spe cific use by this organization; e .. g. coking coal for the 
steel industry. The five captive Illines in Utah are the Sunnyside NUIllber 
1, 2, and 3 mines owned by the Kaiser Steel Company and the Horse Can-
yon and Columbia mines owned by the Columbia-Geneva Division of the 
United States Steel Corporation. 
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The daily and annual output of the mines is closely geared to con-
sumption. The United States Bureau of Mines has for many years published 
measures of the size of rp.ines based on annual output and from these figures 
it can be seen that in coal mining, as in many other industries, 1 a few large 
concerns produce most of the total product (Figures 22 and 23). Though , 
few in number the larger companies are the mainstays of the industry for 
with their more stable financial base they are less likely to cease opera-
tions in hard time s although they may impose SOITle reductions 0 These 
larger mines, producing 100,000 tons or more, in 1952 produced 87.4 per 
cent of the coal, although they constituted only 32 per cent of the mine s, 
and employed 3500 miners out of a labor force of 4000 men. 
Most of the land underlain by coal in Utah is owned by the federal 
government, a considerable portion by private individuals or companies, 
and some by the local government units, usually acquired for delinquent 
taxes. The federal lands can be leased to develop the coal. The regula-
tions were established by Congress in the Mineral Leasing Act of February 
25, 1920 as amended. At the present time the total amount of land that can 
be leased to any person, association, or corporation is limited to 5120 acres 
in a single state. 2 The requirernents also list rninirnurn standards of de-
veloprnent and production and provide for the payment of royalties on the 
arnount of coal produced and rental charges. 3 There are no federal or 
IU. S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook, various issues. 
2Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 193, Sec. 193. 2 .. 
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Figure 22, Percentage of coal production by class of mine , 1920-
1952 . (Source : inerals Yearbook , ar i ous ye s) . 
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Percentage of mines in Ut ah by class, 1920- 1952. 
(Source : inerals Yearbook , Various years) . 
or state re strictions on the amount of private land a company can own. 
The effect of management upon production may be of great import-
ance. Unsuitable mining methods may have a greater drag on output than 
unfavorable physical conditions 0 Mine engineers and management must 
direct development and operations so that technology is advantageously 
adapted to the physical conditions encountered. This responsibility is 
continuous since plans are constantly modified and mining methods soon 
become obsolete unless they are periodically reviewed. This exact balance 
betwien the capacities of mining technology and resource conditions is sel-
dom attained but it is the goal toward which all managerial effort should 
b . d 1 e alme . 
The general efficiency of the overall or ganization is likewise impor-
tanto The work of the superintendent, foremen, and technical employee s 
is as essential as that of the rniner. The general superintendent is respon-
sible for actual mine operation, but policy decisions, production schedules, 
marketing, and the decisions on when to shut down or when to commence 
H 
operations are the responsibility of the main office. 
Utah and Western Production 
Although the Utah production rate is now high, the level of output 
appear s to have stabilized at about six rnillion tons per year 0 De spite the 
1 
Hotchkiss, Ope cit., p. 83 g 
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increased population and industrialization in the Utah coal market area, 
the markets created by postwar expansion have been taken up by natural 
gas and fuel oil. In addition there have been great improvements in coal-
burning equipment, giving marked savings in the amount of coal needed to 
generate the same amount of energy as formerly. 
"y 
A clos er examination of Utah production, by counties and coal fields, 
reveals the market concentration of coal production in a few areas (Figure 
24)0 The Book Cliffs and Wasatch Plateau fields include all the production 
of Carbon, Grand, and Sevier Counties and the great majority of the Emery 
County production.. This area produces over 97 per cent of the ~oal mined 
in the State. The better mining condition, higher quality coal, and more 
adequate transportation facilitie s give these two fields a decided advantage 
over the other producing areas of the State.. The coal seams are thicker 
and more continuous and the mines in these fields, particularly those in 
Carbon County and the adjacent areas of northern Emery County" are clo-
ser to the large consuming markets and have access to railroad transpor-
tation .. 
Trucking has increased production in the Wasatch Plateau and Book 
Cliffs as well as in many other areas, while it has cut the production in 
areas of low q~a1ity coal by enabling good coal to be placed on the local 
northern Utah markets in competition with the sub-bituminous Coalville 
coals. 
As with any other industry in this age of national rnarkets and 
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Figure 24 , Utah coal roduction b counties, 1926- 1952. 
( Source : Minera l Yearbook , ar ious year s) . 
national competition the Utah coal industry cannot be viewed as an isolated 
phenomenon of only statewide importanceo When nearly one-half of the 
State1s production is marketed outside its boundaries a comparison of Utah 
with the other coal producing states in the West is necessary .. 
Utah has held a relatively stable position in the total coal produc-
tion p~cture in the West (Figure 25) until World War JI when its position 
began to improve, principally because of t~e construction of the Geneva 
Steel Plant in Utah and the Fontana Steel Plant in Califo~nia. It should be 
noted, however, that although the percentage position of the State has im-
proved since early in World War II the actual production remained relatively 
y 
stable, the increased production for the steel plants just about balancing 
losses of other markets. Utahts better proportionate position has corne 
about therefore as a result of declining production in the other Western 
states.. Total production in the West has declined from a peak of 33 million 
tons in 1944 to 19-1/2 million tons in 1952, the lowest output since 1935 
and 1938.. Utah is today the largest producer west of the Missi~sippi. 
Daily prod>Iction per man may be used as an indicator of the effi-
ciency of the mines and the resource conditions of a mining area.. The 
intense :mechanization and the modern mining methods used, co:mbined with 
very favorable resource conditions, have long kept the :man-day production 
in the Utah mines well above the national average and usually above the 
average of the other Western coal producing states (Figure 26). The only 
Western states which consistently surpas s the Utah figure are Montana and 
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Figur e :25, Coal production in utah compared with other Western coal producing states, 1914-1952J 





Figure 26, Average production per man/day in Utah, Western States, and the United states, 
1916-1952.! (Source:, Minerals Yearbo_o,lt. Various years) ~~ 
,. 
r •• 
Wyoming where strip mining raises their averages. 
The Utah coal industry is in a favorable position to compete with 
any of the neighboring coal-prod~cing states for the fuel markets of the 
West o The mines of the State are modern and well equipped, with good 
quality coal and favorable physical conditions for its exploitation. The 
comrnercial producers of the State are handicapped by the seasonal nature 
of coal demand, and competition frorn other fuels-, but the increased use 
of coal in the iron and steel industry of the West has provided a rnore stable 
market for a large portion of the State r s outpuL Efficient rnanagement is 
the key to the future success of the industry for operations must be planned 
to insure the maximum recovery of coal from the mines and to find mar-





When a mine has been opened and has become a producing concern 
the major emphasis shifts to the marketing of the coaL This is the great-
est problem facing the industry today. The mechanization of the mining 
process and the large capacity of modern mines makes possible the pro-
duction of any desired amount of coaL The main task now is to find and 
hold markets in the face of increasing competition for the coal that can be 
produced .. 
Marketing Channels 
The coal industry uses three principal marketing channels: 
10 Direct selling -- The producerts own sales department or or-
ganization s ells the coal directly to the consumer. The larger Utah mining 
companies maintain salesmen in the Western states who personally con-
tact all coal purchas er s at frequent intervals. Some of the smaller mine 
owner s in the State maintain coal yards in towns fairly clos e to their mine s 
and deliver coal to the local consumers. 
20 Sales Agencies -- The producer may appoint sales agents or 
marketing agencies who sell the coal on a commission basis. Sales agents 
are usually affiliated with the producing company.. Marketing agencies may 
be controlled qy the producers or may be independent of the mining industry. 
This method is extensively used by Utah producers who market coal in the 
east and in m.any cities of the west, where trade does not warrant the ex-
pense of a salesman~ 
3. Distributors -- When the producer sells coal through this chan-
nel he s ells it to the di stributor at a dis count who re s ells it to the ultimate 
consumer" 
A single producer can and usually does utilize more than one of 
these channels.. Thus, the coal may pass through the hands of two or more 
middlemen before it reaches the consumer. The producer! s sales organ-
izations, sales agencies, and wholesalers usually do not actually handle 
the coal; instead, they assemble the orders and pass them on to the pro-
ducer for direct shipment to the distributor or consumero 
Transportation 
Coal is a bulky, low value freight item that demands a reasonably 
low cost, efficient means of transportation if it is to compete with other 
fuels in distant markets.. The railroads have always supplied this need in 
the West in the past, and despite the recent increased use of trucks, rail-
roads still haul the great bulk of the coal shipped to market from the Utah 
fields {Figure 27). 
The coal producing areas of Utah are served by four railroad com-
panies, the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad, the Union Pacific 
Railroad, the Utah Railway, and the Carbon County Railroad (Plate VIII) .. 
The Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad, Utahls leading coal carrier, 
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Figure 27, Dis 0 ition of coal proouced i n utah , 
1930-1952. (Source : Mi nerals Yearbook, 
arious y ears) . 
-. - - -
~ 
I 
Figure 28. Coal train and the mainline of the Denver and Rio Grande 
Western Railroad in Spanish Fork Canyon. 
---------~~.--........... ............ ------ --- -- --
Figure 290 Coal truck on U o S .. HigHway 50-6 in Price River Canyon. 
traverses Carbon County from west to east after leaving Price River Can-
yon at Helper. The mainline serves the mines at Royal and Castlegate 
and branch lines' serve some of the other mining districts. In western Car-
bon County branch lines extend from the mainline to the Spring Canyon 
district,' to Kenilworth and to Clear Creek in Pleasant Valley. In the east-
ern, portion of the county a branch line has been built to Sunnyside and in 
Grand County a line extends from Tompson to the mines at Sego. The ,lines 
of the other two railroads operating in the Carbon-Emery coal fields join 
with the Denver and Rio Grande Western and the coal loaded on these lines 
is transported over the Wasatch Plateau on the Denver and Rio Grande 
Western mainline. The Utah Railway has joint trackage rights from its 
junction with the Denver and Rio Grande Western to Provo, while the Car-
bon County Railroad simply transfers its cars to the Denver and Rio Grande 
Western in 'the same manner in which freight is usually exchanged between 
railroads. 
The Utah Railway serves the mines in western Carbon and Emery 
Counties from Mohrland and Hiawatha north to Spring Canyon. In the Spring 
Canyon district its line parallels that of the Denver and Rio Grande Western 
Railroad. The Utah Ra ilway has a junction with the Denver and Rio Grande 
Western Railroad near Helper, and maintains its shops and terminus in 
Provo. Its rolling stock is jointly owned with the Union Pacific Railroad. 1 
1 
Anderson, G. S., "Hauling Coal to Market, II Mining and Me.!allurgy, 
29:572, Oct. 1948. 
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The Carbon County Railroad is the sITlallest of the four operating 
cOITlpanies in size but since all of the coal shipped to the Geneva Steel 
Plant originates on its line, it is second only to the Denver and Rio Grande 
Western in the aITlount of coal shipped (Figure 30)0 This line extends 
south along the B~ok Cliffs ~ from its junction with the Denver and Rio 
Grande Western near Dragerton, to the Horse Canyon ITline. It is owned 
by the United States Steel Corporation and serves the ~ompanyls two mines 
at Columbia and Horse Canyon and'the sITlall ITline of the Book Cliffs Coal 
COITlpany one ITlile south of Horse Canyon. 
The Coalville field is served by the Union Pacific Railroad. The 
Park City branch passes through Coalville and some of the coal lllined 
nearby is trucked to the railroad and loaded for shipITlent, however, the 
aITlount hauled on this line has been slllall for a nUITlber of years and none 
has been reported since 1949. 1 None of the other lllinor fields are served 
directly by any railroad, although the Marysvale branch of the Denver and 
Rio Grande Western passes through Salina where some of the coal from 
the Salina Canyon district is trucked to the railroad. 
The changing volume hauled by the different lines reflects the gen-
eral econoITlic picture of the coal industry. The relative positions of the 
different lines has relllained alm.ost the saITle throughout the years, except 
for the Carbon County Railroad whose annual loadings increased sharply 
with the opening of the Horse Canyon llline in 1943. 














































Fi gure 30 , Coal loaded for shi ment on r ailroads " 1( 24-1952. 
( ource: ,iin r als Yearbook, \, arious years • 
Trucks carne into widespread use in the 1930 t s when the building 
of adequate roads and better vehicles made this type of transportation 
able to compete favorably with the railroads, especially for short runs 
of 100 to 200 miles {Figure 27}. Trucking of coal is a highly individual-
istic business with the trucker usually owning and operating his own truck o 
Many farmers in north and central Utah use their farm trucks to haul 
coal in the winter season. Most of the coal hauled by truck is purchased 
by the trucker at one of the smaller mines and sold to the individual con-
sumer s; few of the lar ge mine s sell much truck coal. Some of the small 
mine owners truck the coal to coal yards in neighboring towns where it 
is then distributed. 
The latest method adopted for transporting the coal to market is 
a combination of tnuck and railroad (Figure 27)0 The mines operator es-
tablishes a loading dock at the railroad and the coal is trucked to the rail-
road from the mine. This practice is ITlost prevalent in the Book Cliffs 
field north of Price, where the coal is hauled to the railroad at Price or 
Wellington, and in the Huntington Canyon district of the Wasatch Plateau 
field, where the coal is hauled to the terminus of the Utah Railroad at 
Mohrland or to Price . 
Market Areas 
The ITlarket for coal is usually in an area within a reasonable dis-
tance surrounding the mining centers unless .there is SOITle special property 
-.- 89 
of the coal which creates a demand for it a long distance from the :mines. 
The low unit value of coal, and its bulkiness co:mbine to :make freight rates 
the :most irnportant single factor in deterrnining market areas for coal. 
Since freight rates constitute one-third or more of the delivered price of 
coal in northern Utah the i:mportance of this charge in the rnarketing of 
coal is apparent (Table 5). 
Table 5 
COST OF COAL AT MINES AND FREIGHT RATES TO SELECTED 
UTAH CITIES, 1954 
Av. Cost of 
1 
Freight2Rate Total Cost 
Coal at Mine s on Slack Coal at 
De stination 
De stination Dollars 0/0 of Total Dollars 0/0 of Total 
Salt Lake City 5.34 66.2 2.73 33 08 8.07 
Park City 5.34 61.3 3.37 38.7 8 .. 71 
Logan 5.34 64.1 2.99 3509 8.33 
Garfield 5.34 6602 2.73 33.8 8 0 07 
Delta 5.34 60.6 3.48 39.4 8.82 
Source: lMinerals Yearbook 
2Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad 
Although this is an important portion of the cost of coal to the Utah 
consurner, it becomes even more irnportant in distant markets where the 
freight rates may constitute sixty pet cent of the delivered price (Table 6). 
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Table 6 
FREIGHT RATES FOR COAL FROM UT AH AND SOUTHERN WYOMING 
COAL FIELDS TO SELECTED CITIES, 1954a 
Rate froIn E. Utah b Rate froIn S. WyoIning C 
Other than Other than 
De stination Slack Slack Slack Slack 
Idaho Falls, Ida. $4.50 $4.Z3 $4.18 $3 .. 91 
Twin Falls, Ida. 5.10 4.45 4.77 4.13 
Boise, Ida. 5.95 5.Z5 5.65 4.94 
Butte, Mont. 5.50 5. 16 5.Z0 4.84 
Great Falls, Mont. 7.30 7.30 7.00 7.00 
Pasco, Wash. 6.45 6.z0 6. 15 5.90 
Spokane, Wash. 6.45 6.Z0 6. 15 5.90 
Eugene, Ore. 80Z5 8.Z5 7.95 7.95 
Portland, Ore. 6.65 6.z0 6.35 5.90 
Seattle, Wash. 6.85 6.40 6.55 6. 10 
Reno, Nev. 7.Z0 6.70 7.Z0 6.70 
S. Francisco, Cal. 7,,55 6.70 7.55 6.70 
Las Vegas, Nev. 5.80 6.55 
Los Angeles, Cal. 7.55 6.70 8.05 7.Z0 
a. Does not include three per cent federal transportation tax. 
b"Includes all Carbon, EInery, and Grand County rail- served 
Inine s. 
c. Include s Rock Springs, Green River, WY0Ining and Coalville, 
Source: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and Union Pacific Rail-
road. 
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The problem of freight rates has been very important since the end of 
World War II, for during this period of greatest mark~t competition the 
Interstate Commerce Commission has granted eleven rate increases in 
coal, constituting a sixty per cent advance in rates for that period. I 
The principal market areas for Utah coal are intrastate - - Cali-
fornia and the Pacific Northwest (Plate IX).. Small amounts of coal are 
shipped into the Middle West. The Utah market is concentrated along the 
Wasatch Front in northern and central part of the State. In 1952 intra-
state consumption amounted to over one -half of the State's production. 
The largest consumer in the State is the Geneva Steel Plant which has be-
corne a stabilizing influence in the coal industry since World War II.. The 
coal transported by truck from the mining centers is marketed almost 
entirely in the urban centers of northern and central Utah. 
In the out-of-state markets, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and Mon-
tana have long been the largest and most dependable outlet (Table 7). Sales 
of Utah coal in this area in 1952 amounted to 24 per cent of the State1s 
production and this has been the approximate level of consumption in the 
Northwest for many years. California in 1952 consumed sixteen per cent 
of the Utah production, the great bulk being used in the Kaiser Corporation's 
steel mill at Fontana. The California commercial market has been steadily 
IBituminous Coal Institute, Bituminous Coal Annual, 1952, (Washington 
D. C.: Bituminous Coal Institute, 1952), p. 12. 
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COMMERCIAL COAL SHIPPED FROM UTAH MINESI' NET TONSa 
States 1941 1944 1948 1952 
California b 100,894 161,863 62,254 32,326 
Colorc;tdo 1, 151 77 727 
Idaho 601,577 787,641 743,745 730,175 
Iowa 210 5,256 1,853 
S. Dakota 1, 120 2,443 22,439 11,003 
Kansas 9,407 2,319 5,675 2,315 
Montana 23,177 27,258 32,418 31,776 
Nebraska 11,050 6, 136 33,875 30,263 
Nevada 218,967 246,766 191,306 173,894 
Oregon 106, 180 260,412 220,656 150,643 
Washington 153,387 627,684 754,790 565,272 
Export Coal ..L',~ - 38,823 245,945 
Totals 1,227,120 2,122,599 2,111,955 1,975,465 
aDoes not include shipments from mines not members of the Utah Coal 
operators Association. 
bDoes not include coal shipped from captive mine s to steel plants in 
California o 
Source: Utah Coal Operators Association 
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declining with the increased use of oil and natural gas. Nevada has con-
sumed about two to three per cent steadily through the years. More favor-
able location has given the Wyoming, Colorado and eastern producers al-
most complete control of the Middle West market. Utah coal shipments 
into this area are usually in response to special orders from dealers who, 
for some special reason, prefer this particular coal. 
The export market has been important only in the years following 
World War II and during the Korean emergency. The demand for Utah 
coal on the export market carne during 1948 -1952 when eastern coal, being 
fully utilized by defense industrie s in this country, could not satisfy re-
quirements for foreign export to Japan"Okinawa, and other Asiatic areas. 
However, when mobilization requirements for eastern coal diminished in 
1953, Utah coal was bid out of this foreign market. A ton of eastern coal 
can be shipped by sea, through the Panama Canal to the California ports 
for $1 while it costs on an average of about $7 to ship a ton of Utah coal to 
the same destination by rail. 1 
Competition for Markets 
Competition is the byword of the coal industry. Competition between 
different producing areas, competition between producers in the same field 
and competition between coal and other types of fuel have long plagued 
the industry. 
lCarbon-Emery Labor Market Report, The Industrial Commission of Utah, 
Dept. of Employment Security, March 15, 1954, p. 5. 
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The Pacific Northwe st is the principal area of competition between 
Utah coal and coal from other producing areas of the West. This area is 
the natural market for coal mined in Utah, Wyoming, Washington and 
'Western Canada. The Utah producer is handicapped to some extent by 
higher freight rates to this area as compared with those charged Wyoming 
producers, as the latter can ship to points in the Northwest at an average 
of 30 to 40 cents per ton below the Utah rate (Table 6) .. 'The proximity 
of the Washington and Canadian coal fields to the Northwest market areas 
insures these producers a lower freight cost for their product. Despite 
this apparent disadvantage Utah continues to sell a considerable share of 
its production in this area. Utah coal has three qualitie s that make it de-
sirable as a heating fuel and enable it to be sold on the Pacific Northwest 
market at a higher cost than its com.petitors: (I) it has a higher heating 
value; (2) Utah coal has better storage characteristics than other Western 
coals, as it can be stored for several months and not weather and cruInble 
as do those of lower rank; (3) it has a low fusion point and it form.s clink-
ers in the firebox m.aking the cleaning of the furnace a fairly simple opera-
tion. 
Wyoming coal is of lower rank, sometim.es bordering on sub-
bituminous, and has a high fusion point which gives an ash instead of 
clinkers when burned in a furnace. The coal mined in Washington iIt the 
past was good bituminous quality, however the se high- grade deposits have 
now been exhausted and the coal mined today is sub-bituminous in rank. I 
IWoodhead, Vern, Independent Coal and Coke Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Personal Interview. 
QI-. 
Because of the lower grade of Washington coal it can compete only in 
special circumstances where it is protected from outside competition or 
when unusual demand creates a market demand which cannot be satisfied 
by imported coal. Washington state law requires the use of Washington 
coal in state institutions, thus excluding imported fuels from this parti-
cular market. 
Imported coal is a source of considerable competition to Utah 
coal in the Pacific Northwesto The largest amounts are shipped into Mon-
tana and Idaho from the Canadian fields just north of the international border 
in southeastern British Columbia {Table 8)0 The Canadian fields have direct 
railroad connections into the Northwest market areas and since there is 
no tariff on coal they can easily compete for this market. The Canadian 
coal is used largely for industrial purposes as it is a coking coal. It is not 
satisfactory for use in stoker-fed heating plants because when burned it 
forms a block of coke at the mouth of the stoker and prevents the stoker 
from functioning properly. Coal imports into California have been small 
in the past, but with cheap water transportation available it is pos sible for 
eastern producers to compete in this market if a demand for coal ever de-

























In the past few years when the coal market has been diminishing 
steadily the problem of extreme competition between producers in the same 
producing area has arisen. It has become the most noticeable in_the selling 
of coal by contract, usually to government agencies. In their desire to ob-
tain the contract the producers continue to underbid each other until the 
final price is so low that there is no possibility of the company who gets the 
order to make any profit. Many producers feel that there should be some 
agreement between themselves to avoid this underbidding, but it is doubtful 
if this can be accomplished. 
Edward Devine has illustrated the problem of competition with other 
fuels very well with the statement, flThe value of the coal in economic theory 
is determined by its marginal utility to the consumer; by the point at which 
he will diminish his consumption or seek substitutes. 1,1 The problem facing 
the coal industry is one of keeping prices low enough to hold the consumer 
in the face of higher production and transportation costs. 
1 Devine, Edward T., Coal (Bloomington, Ill.: American Review Service 
Pr e s s , 1935), po 29 .. 
OQ 
The struggle for rnarkets between coal and other fuels, rnainly 
\ 
fuel oil and natural gas, has long been a rnajor problern to the coal indus-
try. For rnany year s before the dis covery of the oil and gas fields of the 
West, coal was practically the only rnajor source of dornestic heat. The 
beginning of oil and gas production on the Pacific Coast soon led to the 
displacement of coal as a fuel in that area and with the introduction of 
natural gas into Utah in 1929 the switch frorn coal to gas for heating began 
on the local rnarket. 1 By 1952 there were 93,873 outlets for natural gas 
in the State and commercial consurnption of coal had dropped frorn 1,840,000 
tons in 1942 to 1, 295, 000 tons in 19522 . The introduction of Clear Creek 
natural gas in 1952 was large enough to replace 700,000 tons of coal on 
the Utah market. 
Although this change frorn coal to oil or natural gas by the consu:m-
ing public is usually thought of as :matter of econornics the hu:man elernents 
cannot be ignored. The ease with which gas or oil can be used when corn-
pared with coal rnay be the rnost i:mportant factor in the loss of coal rnar-
ketso Gas or oil heating equiprnent are generally smaller than coal units, 
the fuel storage space required is negligible, and both are cleaner than 
coal which :must be handled by the consu:mer. The co:mparative prices of 
coal, natural gas and fuel oil per heat unit (Table 9 and 10) show that coal 
IJlAnnual Report, Mountain Fuel Supply Co:mpanytl 1952, p. 18. 
2 
Figures co:mpiled by the Utah Coal Operators Association. 
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Table 9 
EQUIVALENT PRICES OF COMMERCIAL STANDARD GRADES OF FUEL 
OIL PER TON OF UTAH COAL 
Noo 1 Fuel Noo 2 Fuel No .. 3 Fuel 
Cost of Fuel Oil Oil Oil 
Oil 184 gals. per 180 gals o per 1 77 gals .. per 
Cents per GaL ton Utah coal ton Utah coal ton Utah coal 
2 $ 3 068 $ 3.60 $ 3054 
3 5,,52 5,,40 5 .. 31 
4 7036 7.20 7 008 
5 9.20 9.00 8 .. 85 
6 11 .04 10.80 10 062 
7 12.88 12 .. 60 12.39 
8 14 .. 72 140 40 14.16 
9 16 .. 56 16 .. 20 15.93 
10 18 .. 40 18.00 17 .. 70 
11 20.24 19.,80 19.47 
12 22.08 21.,60 21.24 
13 23 0 92 23.40 23.01 
14 25.76 25 0 20 24.,78 
15 27.60 27 0 00 26.55 
16 29.44 28 0 80 28" 32 
17 31 028 30.60 30 0 09 
18 33 .. 12 32 .. 40 31.86 
19 34 .. 96 34 0 20 33063 
20 36 .. 80 36 0 00 35 .. 40 
Example: Cost of fuel oil per cents per gallon is 15 cents. Following fig-
ures to right from cost of fuel oil 15 cents per gallon. No. 1 
fuel oil is equal in cost to coal at $27. 60 per ton, No. 2 at 
$27.00 and Noo 3 at $26 0 00. 
Cost of Fuel Oil and Coal in Selected Utah Communites, Per Gal.. : 
No. 1 Fuel 
Oil 






Salt Lake City 
Provo 
14.5f 
15 .. 5 
1105f 
120 25 
$11 .. 9 
11" 3 
Ogden 
Source: Utah Coal Operators As sociation 
) 
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COMPARATIVE COST FOR DOMESTIC HEATING ONLY~ UTAH STOKER COAL AND NATURAL GAS t SALT LAKE 
CITY AND IMMEDIATE VrCINITY 
Average inside temperature during heating season 70 0 F. 
Stoker coal 12,500 B.t.u. fS per lb. - Natural Gas 875 BoLu. IS per cu. ft. 
25,000,000 B. t. urs per ton Utah Stoker coal - 28.6 Mcf. natural gas equivalent heating value per ton Utah stoker coal. 
875,000 B. to u. IS per Mcf natural gas 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Ca) Des~gn Tons Stoker (b) Cost Mcf. Natural 
heat loss coal required STOKER COAL gas per heat .. 








































Ca} Average 4 to 5 room houses 45,000 to 60,000 BII to u. fS heat loss. 
Average 6 to 7 room houses 65,000 to 75,000 B.tou"Is heat loss. 
(6) 
Cd) If natural gas is used for cooking, 
refrigeration, water heating, and 








(b) Domestic oil treated stoker coal @ $11.29 per ton delivered to userls bin: Includes 4 '~ per ton Federal transpor-
tation tax. 
(c) Based upon Mountain Fuel Supply Company General Service Rate GS 1 that became effective July 1, 1951, and 
is in effect at the date of this fuel study. 
(d) Average annual consulllption and cost of natural gas for cooking, 
water heating and refrigeration is -
Cost for heating when above services are used -





Note: As shown in Column 5 above, when gas is used for heating alone, annual cost for 193 MCF is $89054. 




$119 .. 46 
is the cheapest fuel for dOITlestic heating. It ITlay be concluded therefore 
that convenience in handling and burning are the ITlain factors in the in-
creasing switch froITl coal to natural gas or fuel oil for dOITlestic heating. 
The industrial ITlarket for coal has been invaded to a certain ex-
tent by natural gas but not nearly to the extent of the dOITlestic ITlarket. 
The chief industrial user of coal is still the iron and steel industry and as 
yet no suitable substitute has been found for coal in their operation. In 
the years since World War II the Geneva Steel Plant and the Kaiser Cor-
poration Steel Plant at Fontana, California annually consullled about 37 per 
cent of the Utah output. 
In electric power generation the use of coal fell off considerably 
with the developITlent of gas and oil on the Pacific Coast. 1 Today only a 
sITlall fraction of the power generated in steaITl electric plants is produced 
by burning coal (Table 11)0 Utah, Colorado and Wyoming are the only 
States in the West where any considerable aITlou:h.t of power is generated 
in coal-burning plants, 2 but with the increased deITland for electric power, 
the increasing prices of gas and oil and the ultiITlate liITlit of expansion of 
hydroelectric installations the use of coal in steaITl plants in the West 
should increase as it has in the East. 
lJlAvailable Coal for Western SteaITl Plants, II Electrical West, 103:67, 
Oct. 1949. 
2 . 
SteaITl-Electric Plant Fuel ConsuITlption and Costs, 1952, \Washington, 




ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATION BY TYPE OF FUEL AND PDWER:, 
KILOWATT-HOURS IN MILLIONS~ PER CENT OF T·OTAL 
State and Source ·r940-44 1945-49 
of Power 1938 Average Average 1950 
Montana 
Bituminous 
Oil 0 .. 1 00 1 0 0 1 
Gas 106 1. 5 1. 1 0.8 
Hydro 98.2 98 04 98,,8 99.1 
Total KwH 1,324 2,250 2,667 3,136 
Idaho 
Oil 0. 1 0. 1 0.2 0 0 1 
Hydro 99.9 99.9 99 .. 8 99,,9 
Total KwH 992 1,226 1,513 2,538 
Utah 
B i tuminou s 3 0 8 4400 28.7 25.6 
Oil 1.4 1.9 4.5 5.5 
Gas 0.2 0.2 0 0 3 
Hydro 94.8 53.9 66.6 68.6 
Total KwH 340 562 530 659 
Oregon 
Oil 8.4 0 09 1. 2 0.3 
Gas a a a a 
Hydro 79,,9 91. 1 95.3 95.9 
Total KwH 1, 254 3,543 4,904 5,545 
Washington 
B i tuminou s a a 0. 1 a 
Oil 1. 2 1.7 1..3 0.4 
Hydro 95,,3 95 0 5 98 0 0 99 03 
Total KwH 3,401 6,840 11,783 17,371 
California 
B ituminou s a o. 1 a a 
Oil 1. 3 7.9 2202 16.6 
Gas 5. 1 1104 14,,4 23.5 
Hydro 93.5 80 04 63.6 59. '6 
Total KwH 9,427 12,500 19,018 24,836 
Nevada 
Bituminous 0 0 7 0.5 a a 
Oil 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.2 0 0 3 
Gas a a 
Hydro 99.2 99.4 9908 9907 
Total KwH 1,491 ' 2,735 3,037 3,210 
aLess than 0.05 per cento 
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Table 11 (Continued) 
In cases where the total percentages do not equal 100 per cent some other 
type of fuel, such as wood waste is used in the generating plants. 




One of the greatest losses of rnarkets by coal to another fuel has 
been in the railroad industry where the increased use of diesel engines 
has rnade steady inroads into coal consurnption. In 1952 the use of coal 
by the nationts railroads was only 33 per cent of the 1942 consurnption and 
has been steadily declining since the end of World War II .. 1 The railroads 
operating in Utah today are alrnost cornpletely dieselized and in a few 
years the conversion will be cornplete. As a result the purchase of Utah 
coal by the railroads has decreased by 90 per cent in the past decade and 
rnay soon cease entirely unless sorne new rnethod for powering locornotives 
with coal is developed (T able 12) 0 
Table 12 














Source: Utah Coal Operators Association 
1Pope, Loren, Powering Arnericats Progress, {Washington, D. C .. : Coal 
Institute, 1951 L po 30 0 
u 
1()J; 
The competitive position of the Utah coal industry is becoming 
more difficult with the pas sing of time 0 Production and tr ansportation 
costs continue to increase while at the same time market areas are being 
lost. In competition with coal mined in the other Western States and Canada, 
Utah coal is favored by most consumers because of its better heating and 
storage propertie s. However, the los s of markets to other fuels since 
World War II has forced the closing of many mines and brought hardship 
to the industry and the mine r s . 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE MINER AND THE UNION 
Although the bituminous coal ITliner is an aLmost unknown person 
to most of the people of this country the results of his labor are one of the 
very foundations of our industrial society. Common impressions are based 
upon newspaper stories and pictures of dirty-faced men as they leave the 
mines for a strike, or the tense, sad faces of men, women, and children 
as they are photographed huddled around the mine, or men at work as they 
are photographed huddled around the mine, or TIlen at work on rescue crews 
when some spectacular disaster has focused national attention on the in-
dustry. The localized nature of the mining industry in areas distant from 
the main centers of population gives :most people little opportunity to corne 
in contact with the coal :miner. 
The isolation of the mining settlements, the extre:me danger of the 
work, and the frequent clashes with the operators and public opinion has 
influenced both the character of the men who :mine the coal and organization 
to which they belong. McAlister Cole:man portrays this when he writes: 
HMining is no dull routine and it produces a human being who 
is tough, durable, and proud and who lives in the isolated commun-
ities of the coal fields. Out of his pride and isolation, the miner 
develops an inferiority complex. He feels that np one cares very 
much about him and that coal is something which everyone takes 
for granted. The sense of inferiority acts as a cohesive whic~ 
binds each and every miner to his group in a way that most Amer-
icans have difficulty in understanding. When miners strike, they 
strike as a body 0 They obey John L" Lewis without que stion, for 
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John L. Lewis is the union and the strike weapon is the 
only weapon they understand. They believe only in the 
strength of United action on the industrial front. "No con-
tract, No work, It is their slogan. 1 
The miner has not always been in a position to turn to the union 
for protection and help in a dispute with the operator. Before the corning 
of the union to the Utah coal fields in 1933 almost no voice was given to 
the miner concerning his working and living conditions. He worked for 
wages set by the company and these were always subject to arbitrary change. 
Working conditions and mine safety procedures were often under the con-
trol of men who were more intere sted in making a profit than the welfare 
of the miners. He lived in company-owned houses and spent his money 
at the company store; some mines even paid in script, good only at the 
company store. Hint of union activity or sympathy was enough to bring 
swift discharge and eviction from his horne. 
The miner t s union had been active in the coal fields of the Appala-
chians and the Midwe st for many year s before any attempt was made to 
organize the Utah fields. Two early attempts to organize the Utah miners, 
in 1903 and 1919, were met with swift action by the companie s and all 
union members were soon discharged and the union was unable to establish 
any organization. 2 The unionization of the Utah mines occurred shortly 
1Coleman, McAlister, Men and Coal, {New York: Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., 
1943} p. XV. 
2 Memmett, Frank C., rr Development of the Union and Coal Production in 
Carbon County, Utah, H Unpublished Masters Thesis, Dept. of Economics, 
Brigham Young University, 1950, po 59-63. 
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after the passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, whose 
famous Section 7 (~ gave labor the right to organize and bargain collec-
tively. To the United Mine Workers of America Section 7(a) meant just 
one thing - the chance to organize the nonunion coal fields with legal 
. 1 
sanctIon. 
The spring of 1933 the miners union launched the largest organiz-
ing campaign in its history: 
1 
2 
llAssembling the largest force of organizers the United 
Mine Workers had ever put into the field, some hundred profes-
sionals and volunteers, he (JohnL. Lewis) set aside for their use 
the last cent of the International treasury and bade them go forth 
and say to all nonunion men: TThe President wants you to join the 
union. t 
"Here of course, was the brashest of assumptions, war-
ranted by nothing in the NIRA nor by any statement from the White 
House. But it was a compelling summons and it worked * ~~ *. 
'!Through territory where, not long before, federal troops 
and governlllent men had deployed against the lllarching unionists, 
* >!c >!c drove the organizers calling out: tThePresident wants you 
to join. Your governlllent says join the United Mine Workers. t 
lfThe instantaneous, lllass response to the organizers~ 
appeals on the part of men who had never seen the inside of a union 
hall stunned the nonunion operators and must have corne as a sur-
prise to Lewis hilllseif. And so it was. Organizers shouted their" 
SUllllllonses under the noses of the coal and iron police. The sul-
len riders did not dare attack men who seemingly had behind them 
the support of the federal governlllent. Nonunion operators were 
loath to order the terrorization of such numbers of their workers 
who were obviously eager to join the once-butlawed organization. ,,2 
Coleman, op .. cit., p ~ 148. 
Loc. cit. 
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Union organizers soon had the majority of the Utah coal miners in the 
ranks of the minerts union. Thus the United Mine Workers of America 
emerged as an important factor in the Utah coal industry. The power of 
this group has grown enormously and often has been used, in the form of 
long and costly strikes, to so affect the economy of the whole nation that 
the operators have been forced to accede to union demands or have their 
properties seized by the federal government. 
Many operators took the Supreme Court decision declaring the 
NIRA unconstitutional to be a death blow to unionism in the mines. But 
the union was now strong enough to exert sorne pressure, conditions re-
mained relatively unchanged and the Guffy Act, passed in August 1935, 
continued the provisions of NIRA as they applied to the bituminous- coal 
industry. I 
The United Mine Workers of America is a strong, militant organ-
ization with headquarters in Washington, Do Co exercising supreme power 
over the actions of every local subdivision. The Utah and Wyoming mines 
are included in District 22. The district is presided over by officers elec-
ted by the members under its jurisdiction. These officers are the only 
full time, paid employees of the union. Each mine has its own local organ-
ization which is responsible for the effective control of its members and 
the execution of union policies. There are local organizations in 28 mines 
lIbid., p. 156. 
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in the Utah coal fields with a total m.em.bership of 3,785 in 1952. This is 
not the m.ajority of the m.ines, but it does include the m.ajority of the m.ine 
workers; 93 per cent of the m.ine workers were union ITIem.bers in 1952. 1 
These organizations are in all the larger m.ines, while m.ost of the sm.all 
truck m.ines are nonunion. Attem.pts have been m.ade to organize these 
mines but none have succeeded. 2 The Utah m.iners have joined in every 
nationwide strike calle d by the national he adquarter s sinc e 1933 and in 
addition have called many walkouts of their own, som.etim.es in apparent i 
violation of the wishe s of the national officer s (Appendix A). 
The contracts between the United Mine Workers of America and 
the coal operators are almost identical for all sections of the country. The 
agreem.ents are worked out in Washington D. C. by the m.ine workers and 
representatives of the large eastern producers. The Utah operators have 
no voice in the negotiations and m.ust accept the contract or face a prolonged 
strike and loss of their m.arkets to other coal areas. 3 The present contracts 
involve the union directly in alm.ost every phase of the m.ining industry. 
Wages, hours, working conditions, medical care, vacations, retirement, 
and housing are some of the facets of the miner1s life that are either directly 
1Reeder, R. D., Chief, Salt Lake City Office, Accident Prevention and 
Health Division, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Personal Interview. 
2Sacco , Frank J., Secretary-Treasurer, -District 22, United Mine Workers 
of Am.erica, Personal Interview. 
3 0 i Conner, William J Q, Pres., Independent Coal and Coke Co., Personal 
Interview. 
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controlled, or at least affected, by union-managerrlent negotiations 0 
Union m.embership is a prerequisite for continued employment in 
the coal industry. The miner s t union has a virtual closed shop in coal 
mining since the operators will not continue to employ any man who does 
not join the union within a specified tiIIle o After a man is hired and be-
come s a member of the miners t union he cannot be discharged except for 
violation of the terms of the contract. In periods of reduced operations 
any dismissal of miners is dOne on a strict seniority basis prescribed in 
the contract. To insure the continued financial support the contract always 
included a clause providing for deduction of dues from the pay of the miner. 
Wages are probably the greatest cause of labor disputes in any 
industry. The fight to raise the wages of the coal m.iner has been contin-
uous even before the advent of the union, but it has only been since the 
unionization of the mines that the miner has had the power necessary to 
force the operators to give the desired increases. During the depression, 
wage rates in the industry fell considerably from those in previous years. 
For a few years after the organization of the mines not even the union could 
obtain an increase in wages if the operator was not able to sell his coal. 
With the advent of World War II and the greatly increased demand for coal, 
the union became more aggressive and in a series of moves, involving some 
strikes in wartime that were severely criticized, the mine owners were 
forced to grant increases. Since 1941 the wages of the coal miners have 
nearly tripled along with the addition of many other benefits that could be 
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classified as wages {Table 13}. 
Table 13 


















Based on 8-hour day, 5-day week. Time and one-half for sixth consecu-
tive day and double time for seventh consecutive day. 
Source: National Bituminous Coal Wage Agreements, 1941, 1945, 1950 
Memmott, F. C., "Development of the Union and Coal Production 
in Carbon County, Utah, p. 590 
The wages paid coal ITliners are often looked upon as being relatively high 
for industrial labor especially when compared with those in other indus-
tries (Table 14)0 Daily wage rates are high because of two reasons: (1) 
coal mining is a hazardous occupation, beset with many dangers not found 
in ordinary occupations; (2) coal mines operate for only about 200 days per 
year, depending upon market conditions, and under such irregular condi-
tions some special inducements must be offered the worker. H e is more 
or less tied down to his job inasmuch as he must always be ready to go 
back to work on short notice or lose his job to someone else. It is also 
very difficult for a coal miner living in the isolated mining towns to find 
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Table 14 
AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGES FOR SELECTED UTAH INDUSTRIES, 1952 
Industry 
') 
Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas 
Products of Petroleum and Coal 
Metal Mining 
Bituminous Coal Mining 
General Construction 
Primary Metal Industries 
Fabricated Metal Products 
Non-Metal Mining and Quarrying 
Stone, Clay and Glass Products 
Building Construction 
Trans., Communication and Utilities 
Finance, Insurance and -Real 'Estate 
Food and Kindred Products 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 















Source: The Industrial Commission of Utah, Dept. of Employment Security, 
Annual Report, 1952. 
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suppleTIlentary eTIlployment in slack periods. 
A much more reliable measure than hourly or daily wage would be 
the coal m.inert s weekly, monthly, and yearly wages. The weekly and 
monthly wage is highly variable, depending upon the number of days the 
mines operate during the pay period. The winter season is usually the 
period of steadie st operation; the mines may work as many as five or six 
days per week, while in the SUTIlmer the work week TIlay be only one or two 
days, if the TIlines operate at all (Tables 15, 16). 
J 
Table 15 
AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS AND HOURS WORKED IN THE BITUMINOUS 
COAL INDUSTR Y: 1942- 5 2 
Average Weekly Hours Average Weekly 
Year Worked Earnings 
19421 34.8 $ 36~58 
1943 36.6 41. 72 
1944 43.3 57.59 
1945 42.2 52.33 
1946 40.2 58.03 
1947 40.7 67.16 
1948 37.8 76.76 
1949 32.4 63.01 
1950 35. 1 68.94 
1951 35.2 77.92 
19522 30.5 68.30 
1 Includes only last three TIlonths. 
2Include s only fir st nine months. 




AVE.RAGE MONTHLY WAGES IN THE UTAH BITUMINOUS COAL INDUSTRyl 
1937 1940 1944 1947 1950 1953 
1 st Qtr. $ 151 $ 125 $ 251 $ 317 $ 289 $ 409 
2nd Qtr. 85 110 271 302 318 416 
3rd Qtr. 121 132 251 284 322 410 
4th Qtr. 127 142 228 314 329 
Ave. Annual 124 129 250 303 317 
lIndustrial Cornrnission of Utah, Departrnent of Employment Security, 
Annual Reports and Labor Market Quarterly" Various issues. 
u 
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The average annual wage in the coal industry has steadily increased 
since the unionization of the Utah ~mineso The greatest gains were made 
in the years following World War II when wage rates were ~reatly increased 
and coal production remained at high levels (Table 17). 
Table 17 





















IFirst nine months only. 
Average Annual Earnings 

















Source: Industrial Commission of Utah, Department of Employment Security, 
Annual Report, various years. 
It should be pointed out that these statistics are averages for the coal 
industry of .the entire State and do not point out the many variations from the 
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average. Operation in the captive mines are steadier throughout the year 
than are those in the commercial mines and therefore miners in these 
mines usually receive a larger than average portion of the incorne. Nor 
doe s it take into consideration the fact that all the mine s do not operate 
the same num.ber of days each year thus making yearly income vary from 
mine to mine (T able 18) 0 
Table 18 
NUMBER OF DA.YS WORKED BY MINES AND NUMBER EMPLOYE.ES,t 
1952 
Number of Days 
Worked Mines Employees 
100 or under 13 86 
10l-150 7 99 
151-200 17 1814 
201-250 14 1866 
251-300 5 99 
Over 300 I 9 
Source: UoS. Bureau of Mines 
The hours worked by the miner have changed considerably as a 
result of the union. The hours of work are always defined in the contract 
at about seven hours per day. Previous to the signing of the 1945 Bitum.in-
ous Coal Wage Agreement the miners made the trip from the mine entrance 
to the working areas on their own time. With the signing of this contract 
the portal to portal principle was recognized. 1 Thus the operator pays for 
INational Bituminous Coal Agreement, April 1, 1945, Section 2. 
an average of one and one-half hours of labor without receiving any re-
1 
turn. 
Paid vacations of ten days [ duration for all men are provided in 
the contract. The union wisely specified that they should be taken in the 
slack summer season and thus insure the miners a source of income at 
a time when they would usually not be working. 
The most controversial aspect of the miner-union relationship 
in the past few years is the United Mine Workers of America Welfare and 
Retirement Fund. This fund, financed by a charge on each ton of coal 
mined, is for the purpose of providing hospital and medical care, widows 
and survivors t benefits, rehabilitation for injured miners, disaster relief 
and pensions to retiring miners. The fund originated in the contract 
signed by the United Mine Workers of America and the Secretary of the 
Interior J. A. Krug, who was operating head of the industry after the rnines 
had been seized by the government because of a strike. The original wel-
fare payment was five cents per ton and has in subsequent negotiations 
been raised to 40 cents per ton. This fund is entirely financed by the oper-
ators who feel that the miners who benefit from it should contribute to its 
support. There is also some desire on the part of the mine owners for 
federal regulation of the fund. It is felt that the rniners r union has too much 
power by requiring that a rnan must remain in good standing with the union 
to receive any benefits frorn the fund. They also feel that the amount of 
the benefits should be fixed and not subject to change at the will of the board 
lotConner, W. J., Preso, Independent Coal and Coke Co., Personal 
Interview. 
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of trustees which is dominated by the union. 
Since the organization of the mines by the miners l union in 1933 
the working conditions, pay, and many other aspects of the miner1s life 
have improved considerably. These benefits have corne at the expense of 
the profits of the operators in a rapidly diminishing market and it is felt 
by some that much of the loss of coal markets is the. result of the unsteadi-
ness of the mine labor picture as well as high prices which are a result 
of increased labor and welfare costs. 
Working conditions are rigidly controlled by the union. No change 
in equipment or operating procedure is effected nor is any new mining area 
opened until the management has conferred with the union mine committee 
and obtained its approval. This practice tends to liITlit the ability of the 
management in the most efficient operation of the mine and:~has often in-
creased costs and reduced production. 1 
Labor m.anagem.ent relations in Utah are generally good in the opin-
ion of both the operators and the union officials, but both parties expect 
further demands from the other. The union believes the operators would 
discontinue any benefits they now give if they ever get the opportunity:2. 
-while the operators feel that the union is hurting the industry by excessive 
demands and may destroy their jobs in the process .. 
lotConnor, W. J .. , Pres., Independent Coal and Coke Co., Salt Lake City, 
Utah. 
2 Sacco, F .. R .. , Secretary-Treasurer, District 22, U. M. W .. of A., Per-
sonal Interview, Decem.ber 24, 1953. 
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CHAPTER SE.VE.N 
COAL MINING SETTLEMENTS 
The coal mining town, or Hcoal camptI as it is commonly called, 
is a distinctive feature on the landscape of eastern Utah. The location of 
the facilitie s of the coal industry has resulted in the building of towns quite 
different from the other urban centers of the State. The population of the 
mining areas also presents some striking differences to that of the re-
mainder of the State. 
Whereas the typical Mormon village in Utah is laid out on a flat 
area with square blocks, wide streets, and large individual lots, the site 
of the mining camp was limited because it had to be built near the mine. 
The town had to be adapted to whatever terrain was available. While the 
site selected for the mining town had a large measure of control on the 
pattern of its development the great differences between the Mormon village 
and the coal camp is a result of the society which built them and the pur-
pose for which they were designed. The Mormon village was based upon 
agriculture. The farmers lived in the village and traveled each day to 
their farms. This pattern gave the people more opportunity for religious 
and social activity and tended to keep the group together in their actions. 
On the other hand, the coal mining camp was built by the company for the 
purpose of providing homes for its workers and the company had no parti-
cular concern over the beauty of the town nor the providing of pleasant 
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surroundings. In some cases the towns were built with the houses in rows 
along the stream bank, and up the sides of the hills, while others had 
s.omewhat better locations and were built on the relatively flat areas which 
slope away from the escarpment. Regardless of their site the older towns 
are all characterized by winding, narrow, irregularly placed streets, 
small lots and fra.rne homes. 
The settlem.ents in the eastern Utah mining district are distributed 
in a pattern which reflects their major roles. These towns can be classi-
fied into three general groups: {I} Company-owned coal towns, {2} non-
com.pany coal towns, and (3) diversified settlem.ents o 
The company-owned coal m.ining camps are all located in the imme-
diate vicinity of the mines they were built to serve. They Were built at 
the base of the escarpment of the Wasatch Plateau and Book Cliffs in an 
arc from Hiawatha in the west to Columbia in the east (Plate X).. The only 
coal town in the area not owned by one of the coal companies is Dragerton 
in eastern Carbon County, which is a good example of the m.odern mining 
town that is corning on to the coal mining scene in the past few years. The 
remainder of the settlements of the area are agricultural, cOInmercial 
or transportation centers. Spring Glen and Wellington are the only agri-
cultural towns in Carbon County but all the settlements that are scattered 
through Castle Valley in Emery County are farIning centers. These towns 
are located in area§ where sufficient irrigation water is available to perInit 
farIning. Price has the advantage of lying ast:ride the major transportation 
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routes through the area, and has evolved from an early Mormon farming 
community into the maj or commer cial center of southeastern Utah o 
Helper has become a major railroad center as a result of its loca~ 
tion at the mouth of Price River Canyon where extra engines must be added 
to pull heavily loaded trains over Soldier Summit. The se diversified towns 
have in later years also become residential areas for miners who commute 
to the mine s. 
The population of the Carbon County mining region is concentrated 
predominantly in the towns and villages of the county. The total popula-
tion of 24, 901 was distributed in the following manner: 43 0 5per cent of 
the population in the mining towns; 43. 5 in the other towns; and only 13 
per cent in the rur al ar e as. 1 
). 
The isolation of tre early coal mines in eastern Utah necessitated 
the building of a town near the mine which would provide all the necessities 
of community life for the mine worker s and their families 0 The settlements 
then existent were farming communities near the rivers where irrigation 
water could be obtained. As the mines were opened at the base of which 
rimmed the valley and since no adequate transportation was available, COITl-
pletely new towns had to be built near the mines. The com.pany built and 
maintained the houses and provided the miner with the means of obtaining 
food, clothing, medical care, some recreation, and other services. The 
I 
U 0 SIP Bureau of Census , United States Census of Population, 1950, Utah, 
p. 44-10,. 
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houses built by the com.pany are usually one basic type for the town~ In 
IllOSt cam.ps they are single-faIllily fram.e dwellings, while in SOllle areas 
two-fam.ily stone and fram.e buildings were constructed~ Com.pany owner-
ship of the m.iner!s hOllles m.ade residence in them. dependent upon the 
pleasure of the m.ine superintendent. The em.ployee of the com.pany lived 
in the house as long as he held his job and if he should quit or be discharged 
he and his fam.ily were prom.ptly evicted. This power of eviction was one 
of the Illany weapons used by the operators to fight union activity in the 
coal fields before the final unionization of the m.ine s in 1933. Today the 
com.pany owned hOllles are still reserved for its eIllployees, but the threat 
of arbitrary eviction at the cOlllpanyt s pleasure has largely been dispelled., 
The union is active in insuring fair treatm.ent of its m.em.bers in all their 
dealings with Illanagem.ent, and the contract provides for agreem.ent bet-
ween the com.pany and the union on the conditions of tenancy of the m.iners. 
In addition to ~ousing, other cOllllllunity services were provided by 
the com.pany. Stores were opened to sell groceries, clothing and other 
iteIlls; doctors and m.edical care were provided; and usually cOIlllllunity 
recreation hall for dances, indoor sports, church m.eetings and movies was 
built. The m.iners were, of course, expected to pay for the services and 
the use of the facilities and supplies the cOIllpany provided~ 
The com.pany store is an institution that has always been upon the 
Illining scene. It is Illore than a place of business since it is the usual m.eet-
ing place and social center of the cOllllllunity. In the early periods in the 
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Utah mines it was the practice to pay the miners in script, to be ex-
changed at the company store for goods and services. This system has 
since been declared illegal by the courts and the "check off" system 
I 
adopted o Under this arrangement the miner may purchase his groceries 
and other supplie s from. the store and have the amount spent deducted 
from his wages at the next pay day ~ This practice has led to poor budget~ 
ing by sorne miners with excessive credit spending, and when the store 
bill is deducted from the check there is often little or no take-horne pay .. 
Prices in the company stores are thought to be generally, but not always, 
slightly higher than those in other areas, but this cannot be supported by 
statistical data" 2 
Medical care, often of only the most elernentary type, was fur-
nished by the cornpany in the early mining towns 0 Today it is provided 
for in union agreements by deductions from the miner't s pay, rnatched by 
the ernployer, or by participation in one of the health insurance plans com-
. ~ 
TIlon in this country. Several of the cOTIlpanies TIlaintain small hospitals 
near their rnine s " 
The use of leisure time, of which the miner has plenty because 
of the irregular work, is a probleTIl in the mining comTIlunities. In the 
past the company has provided what little organized recreational activity 
IMedical Survey of the BituTIlinous Coal Industry, Dept. of Interior, Coal 
Mine s Adrnini str ation, Washington, Do C .. , 1947, p" 217" 
2Ibid .. , p .. 215. 
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there was in the catnps. Today the cotnpany, }lnion, and in sotne cases 
the welfare cOtntnittee of the town handle this problem.. Through deduc-
tions frotn the tninerts pay tnotion pictures are usually shown in each 
C8.tnpseveral nights eacli week. Religious activity is encouraged and 
buildings for church tneetings are usually' provided by the tnining COtn-
panies. 
Kenilworth 
No one town can be used as a description of all the tnining catnps 
of eastern Utah ct Kenilworth, the town built to serve the tnine of the same 
natne, is a good exatnple of the company town which embodies all the feat-
ures of this type of settlement. The town, owned and operated by the 
Independent Coal &: Coke Company, is located at the base of the Book Cliffs 
a few miles east of Helper. Const:vu.ction on the town and tnine began in 
1905; by 1906 the tnine was open, a railroad was extended to the mine, and 
sotne buildings were completed. The miners at first lived in tents, then 
in barracks-type buildings, and finally in the many homes which were 
built g The houses are typical frame one-family horne which are well main-
tained (Figure 32}o The rental charge is fixed by negotiations with the 
union and at the present time ranges from $13 to $18 per month. The store 
is operated by the cotnpany and a large amusement hall with a library and 
confectionary has been builto Medical care is provided for in the contracto 
The company pays 70 per cent of the cost and the miners share is paid by 
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Figute 31. Typical fram.e hom.es of the coal m.iners at Columbia o 
Figure 3~co Frame m.iners t homes at Kenilworth.. Note the similarity 
of design and the well kept yards co This town is the prop-
erty of the Independent Coal and Coke Company. 
" I' 
:: ~ 
payroll deductioIiS. 1 
Dragerton 
The new type of coal mining community is an expression of the 
progress in transportation and civic planning since the establishmert of 
the older company-owned towns. The value of horne ownership and pleasant 
surroundings to the stability of the miner has been recognized and improved 
methods of transportation have enabled the building of a community which 
supplied these things. 
Dragerton is the newest of the Carbon County mining settlements. 
It was constru.cted during World War IT to provide homes for the miners 
at the new Horse Canyon Mine of the Geneva Steel Company, and at the ex~ 
panded Sunnyside operations, then leased to the Kaiser Corporation by the 
Utah F\lel Company.. The site chosen for the town was the first depart ure 
from the old pattern of mining towns. It was situated on the nearly level 
cou ntry a few miles away from the Book Cliffs where there were no restric-
tions on the size of the town, nor the direction of its expansion. It is from 
four to seven miles from the mines it serves and the miners travel to work 
by buses or automobiles. Construction was begun in 1942 on the first 725 
homes, and when it was completed the town had, in addition to the modern 
u 
homes, a shopping center, a bowling alley, a theater, a large school, a 
hospital, a hotel, and several churches. The houses, in contrast to those 
1 
OrConnor, William J 0, Pres .. , Independent Coal and Coke Coo, Personal 
Interview .. 
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Figure 33. 'l'ypical street in Dragerton. Note the wide paved streets, 
attractive ho¥se s with large yards. 
---~--r--
Figure 34. Modern Dragerton Shopping Center ~ 
in the older, company-owned towns, were not identical and th'ey were 
laid OlJ,t on wide paved streets, with a large lot for each house. 
The town was constructed by the federal government at a cost of 
five million dollars and it was sold as a war surplus property in 1947 for 
one and one-half million to the United States Steel Corporation" It was 
later sold to an eastern real estate corporation which in turn sold the 
houses to the miners and the stores to private individuals. Thus for the 
first time coal miners were able to own their own homes .. 
Price and Helper 
Price began as an agricultural and stock raising center in the 
familiar Mormon pattern shortly before the coal fields of eastern Utah 
were opened.. It was later the supply center for the U 0 So Army detach-
ments on the Ute Indian Reservation in the Uintab. Basin, and has gradually 
become the commercial and trading center for the mining areas and for 
much of southeastern Utah since it is the nearest railroad connection for 
much of this region. Helper has always been primarily a railroad town, 
with the shops and roundhouse of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Rail-
road located there. In recent years it has become a shopping center for 
many of the mine r s living in northern Carbon County.. The development 
of Price and Helper as commercial centers is the result of the increased 
us e of the automobile. Since the miner has been able to buy an automobile 
he is no longer restricted to living and shopping in the mining camp. Most 
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of the busines s activity of Price and Helper is now directly dependent 
upon coal mining. The mine payrolls consistently put several million dol-
lars into the Utah ecmomy and most of this is spent in Carbon County 
fT able 19). In addition to affecting the shopping habits of the coal miner, 
the automobile has also changed his living conditions. Now the mine worker 
can drive to work each day and live in a larger town with the increased ben-
efits it will ,afford his family. Many miner s now make their horne s in 
Price, Helper, Wellington and in some other areas in Castle Valley. This 
trend has especially affected those mining towns in western Carbon County 
that are close to Price and Helper, In the Spring Canyon district only 
about twenty per cent of the mine workers live in the mining towns operated 
1 by the company for whom they work. However, the mining towns that are 
more distant from Price are still the residences of the local miners. 
Population 
The composition of the population of the coal fields is considerably 
different from that of the rest of Utah. The mine workers are a varied 
class of men with heterogenous backgrounds. There are men of all age 
groups and racial groups in the area o The percentage of foreign born in 
Carbon County is higher than in any other county in the state - - 7.4 per cent 
in 1950 - - but it is the difference in ethnic composition and religion which 
characterizes this group of peopleo In most areas of Utah the people are 




QUARTERLY AND YEARLY PAYROLLS OF THE UTAH BITUMINOUS 
COAL INDUSTRY, 1 1937 -1953 
1937 1940 1944 
1st Qtr. 1,624,669 1,030,926 3,467,266 
2nd Qtr. 633,164 660,569 3,387,299 
3rd Qtr. 1,041,725 970,987 3,140,153 
4th Qtr. 1,378,956 1,288,702 2,899,501 
Total Year 4,678,514 3,951,184 12,894,219 
1937 1940 1944 
1 st Qtr. (\ 4,444,978 2,878,059 5,003,649 
2nd Qtr. 3,963,999 4, 252, 114 5,466,894 
3rd Qtr. 3,890,780 4,402,296 4,981,017 
4th Qtr. 4,695,902 4,766,766 
Total Year 16,995,659 16,299,235 
lIndustrial Connnission of Utah, Department of Employment Security, 
Annual Reports and.Labor Market Quarterly. Various issues. 
largely of northern European ancestrf; the population of Carbon County 
is characterized by a much larger percentage of people from central and 
southern European countries {Table 20}. 
Although the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints is the 
largest single religious group in the coal fields, it is not the dominant 
group as it is in rn.ost of the State of Utaho Many other denorn.inations main-
tain churches in the area, with large and active congregations. 
This mixture of different peoples and groups has produced a popu-
lation of diverse cultural backgrounds that has been able to live, work and 
play together with no hint of racial or religious intolerance for many year s 0 
The Carbon County area is the only large-scale coal producing 
region in Utah , and the landscape is a result of this dominant activit Yo The 
location of most of the towns is deterrn.ined by the location of the mines and 
even those towns not directly connected with coal mining owe their exist-
ence to the industry: Price as a commercial and residential center; Helper 
as a railroad town dependent upon the coal traffic and the other small towns 
as agricultural and residential centers. The dominance of c:oal in the econ-
om.y of the area is further em.phasized when it is noted that only a small 
portion of the people are engaged in agriculture and in the remaining labor 
force over fifty per cent are engaged directly in coal mining. 
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Table 20 
Bill THPLACE OF FOREIGN BORN PERSONS IN CARBON, UT AHl\ CACHE" 
AND WEBER COUNTIES, UT AH 
COUNTRY Carbon Utah Cache Weber 
British Isles 217 535 225 912 
Scandinavia 29 367 350 459 
Netherlands 1 53 10 615 
France 50 17 7 25 
GerITlany 35 137 126 180 
Poland 9 8 4 17 
Czechoslovakia 3 3 11 
Austria 172 25 1 89 
Hungary 12 8 1 5 
Yugoslavia 149 5 1 10 
U,. S,. S .. R<» 10 8 4 31 
Lithuania 5 1 2 
Finland 23 29 2 1 
RUITlania 2 3 
Greece 337 44 4 99 
Italy 508 71 8 252 
Other Europe 26 85 231 113 
Asia 18 47 79 25 
Canada 54 359 91 203 
Mexico 163 130 29 164 
Other America 3 22 14 16 
All Other 8 88 31 103 
Total 1,834 2,039 1,219 3,335 
Source: U 4 S. Census of Population, 1950, Utah. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
The declining role of coal in the production of energy in our indus-
trial economy reflects the present superior position of the negative forces 
of decline over the positive forces of growth. Some pertinent factors of 
1 
expansion and contraction are as follows: 
lo Expans ion 
a. Growth of population. 
b. Expansion of industrial output. 
co Increased coal requirements by expanding industries. 
d. Increased ITlechanization in coal ITlining. 
eoN ew technique s of coal consuITlption. 
2"o C ontr action 
a. Displacement of coal as fuel by natural gas, fuel 
oils, and water power. 
b. Higher efficiency in the coal- consuming industrie s. 
co Rising costs of producing and ITlarketing coal. 
The population increases in the West during and since World War 
II have been large and industrializqtion of the region is much greater than 
before the Waro Mechanization and output in the bituminous coal mines 
of Utah have increased, some new uses. for coal have been developed, 
along with new technique s for utilizing coal. 
However, these expansions and iITlprovements have been more than 
offset by the contraction of other ITlarkets 0 
1 ZiITlITlerITlan, Erich W., World Resources and Industries, -(New York: 
Har per and B r othe r s, Publi she r s, 1 95 1). p. 
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Generally, physical conditions in the coal fields are favorable for 
the exploitation of the tremendous coal reserves found in the regionG The 
coal beds are practically undisturbed, the seams are thick, and they out-
crop in many places along the escarprnent, making entry into the seam 
fairly easYG The marketing of Utah coal has become increasingly diffi-
cult as competition for the fuel market has intensified since World War II. 
This condition has .resulted from increased competition frorn other coal-
producing areas, competition from other fuels, increasing efficiency in 
the burning of coal, and the unsteadiness of the coal supply because of 
continued labor disputes in the coal industry. The market for Utah 'coal 
has always been largely intrastate, with considerable amounts marketed 
in the Pacific Northwest. The sale of Utah coal in the Northwest, in spite 
of competition from coal~producing areas closer to this market, has been 
pos sible because of the higher quality of the Utah product. The building 
of the we stern steel industry has provided a stable market for a large amount 
of Utah coal and has somewhat eased the e.ffect of the loss of much of the 
commercial market. Further losses in the commercial market of the 
Pacific Northwest may be expected in the future when imports of oil and 
natural gas from the Canadian fields beginG 
The fact that the Utah coal industry is in trouble is obvious 0 The 
cause of the difficulty begins in the coal fields. Here the capacity of the 
mines is almost double that needed to fill present requirements for bitumin-
ous coal. The result is unregulated competition between coal producers 
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which keeps prices at a very low point, while rising costs of labor, mine 
equipment, and transportation have increased to a point where the pro-
ducers can realize little or no proHL Two consecutive mild winters and 
increased use of oil and natural gas for heating have further reduced the 
production of the industry and in early May 1954 nearly 1100 miners were 
unemployed in the Utah coal fields 0 
It is the belief of some people that the present depressed condition 
of the coal industry is only a temporary affair. The President's Materials 
Policy Commission and most of the coal operators believe that in the next 
twenty years the demand for energy will at least double and that the coal 
industry will be called upon to supply an increasing portion of this new 
1 
demand. If this forecast is correct, and there are some people who believe 
that it is not, then the problem of the ind}lstry is to maintain its pre sent 
position until this new demand develops~ To do this the industry must at 
least keep its present markets, if possible, gain new markets and stabilize 
its own operations. This program can be accomplished in four ways: (1) 
research in new uses for coal, (2) attraction of new industry to mining 
areas to increase the use of coal and to employ idle mine workers, {3} sub-
sidization of the industry in various forms by local, state, and federal 
government units, (4) control of production and marketing facilities by li-
censing producers and distributors to prevent excessive production and 
waste in developing coal reserves. 
IpresidentfsMaterials Policy Commission, Resources for Freedom, Vol. 
III, {Washington, D. C. : U. S. Governm61t Printing Office, 1952, po 24. 
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Research into the properties of coal holds the most prolllise for 
the future prosperity of the coal industry. This work is presently being 
carried on largely by the Bitulllinous Coal Research, Inc o , which is sup-
ported by the individual coal producers. Additional work is being done 
by the United States Bureau of Mines and by the state universities in many 
of the coal-producing states. The tool of research can be used in several 
ways: (1) in developing new ways to use coal as coal, (2) in creating new 
equipment to burn coal with lllore convenience and efficiency, (3) in find-
ing new ways to use coal in other forms, and (4) in developing new mining 
machine sand lllethods to further reduce mining costs. 
Probably the most promising attempt to utilize coal in new ways 
is the program to develop a coal-fueled gas turbine engine which burns 
pulverized coal. The present tests are mainly designed to perfect a gas 
turbine locomotive in an attempt to regain SOllle of the fuel markets lost 
when the railroads switched from coal to diesel burning engines. If the 
locomotive can be perfected there is no reason why this type of engine 
cannot be adapted to other use s, such as for marine engine s or electric 
power generating plants. Research in methods of burning coal in domestic 
heating plants more conveniently and efficiently is necessary if the indus-
try is to cOlllpete with natural gas and fuel oil in the home heating plants. 
The lllain reason for the switch from coal to other fuels in home heating 
is the convenience of using oil or gas. The coal industry lllUst develop 
better equipment to burn coal and at the same time the consumer must be 
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made aware of the economies of burning coal. At the present time some 
Utah producers are marketing small, efficient stokers in an attempt to 
keep their domestic market. The possibility of the coal producers selling 
heating equipment at cost to the consumer to encourage the use of coal is 
now being investigated. 
The possibilities for using coal in other forms for producing energy 
or chemical products seem limitless if markets for these products can be 
developed and the other sources of these products are depleted. At the 
present time there are extensive experiments being carried on to discover 
new coal tar products. The byproducts of coal are now generally obtained 
from the coke ovens but experiments are being carried on to remove these 
products from coal in many different ways. The United States Bureau of 
Mines now has a plant in Missouri which is successfully producing high-
grade motor fuel from coal, a process which should open tremendous mar-
kets for coal as our oil reserves are depleted. Tests are also being con-
ducted to determine the possibility of burning coal in the seam to produce 
gas that can be utilized for heating or industrial purpose s., This may be 
a way in which the seams of coal too thin to be mined can be utilized. How-
ever as the depletion of the nationfs oil reserves in the near future is unlikely, 
full development of these processes is not immediate. 
Development of new types of mining machines has been rapid in the 
past few decades. These machines have lowered mining costs and raised 
output but these gains have been lost to the producer by ever increasing 
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labor, transportation, and equipment costs. The attempts to further im-
prove mining machines is continuing and the latest development is the 
continuous miner, a machine which performs all the operations of the min-
ing cycle. The first of these machines to be used in Utah are now in 
operation in the Sunnyside mines of the Kaiser Steel Corporation. The 
increased mechanization of the mines has lowered the costs of production 
in the mines but at the same time it has further aggravated some of the 
problems already facing the industry. With the introduction of each new 
machine the capacity of the mine s is further increased and some unemploy-
ment has been caused by the displacement of miners by machines. 
The attraction of new ~ndustry to the coal-mining regions would not 
only aid the mines by providing new markets for coal but it would stabilize 
the economy of the region in general by giving it a more diversified econ-
omic base. New industry would bolster the economy of the coal fields in 
two ways: (1) by creating new markets for coal, and (2) by creating new 
jobs for the displaced miners or other members of their families so that 
they would have an income during periods of idlene s s in the mine s. At the 
present time the Utah Power and Light Company is constructing a 66,000 
kilowatt stearn generating plant at Castlegate. When this plant goes into 
operation it will burn 400 tons of coal per day. It will not provide any large 
number of new jobs but it will mean a stabilization of the work schedule of 
the mine s supplying the coal. Several attempts have been, and are now 
being made to attract other industries that could utilize the resources of 
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the area but so far none have been successful. 
Different forms of government subsidization of the industry could 
be used to relieve some of its problems. The most likely ones to be 
used would be restrictions on imports of fuel oils and natural gas, quick 
tax write-offs on industrial plants established in the mining regions, and 
the increased use of coal by all government agencies. There is some 
doubt that these programs could be put into effect because of the opposi-
tion they would provoke from the producers of the se other products. 
The control of production and marketing of coal by licensing the 
producers and dealers would do much toward the stabilizing of the industry 
and preventing of waste in the development of our coal reserves. By li-
censing the facilitie s of the industry the amount of coal produced each year 
could be controlled and much of the severe competition between producers 
could be elirninated while a reasonable amount of profit could be assured 
the producer. Although the coal reserves of the State seem to be inex-
haustible the piecemeal opening of mines and the great waste which results 
cannot be perrnitted if we are to realize the greate st amount of good from 
our resources. Every tirne a small rnine is opened and later abandoned 
when it is not profitable to continue operation, the entries and tunnels of 
that mine are allowed to cave in and this area cannot be worked again and 
much of the coal left in the mine is lost forever. These rnines are usually 
opened in the best possible locations and so the better rnining locations and 
coal beds are being used or wasted without being fully utilized o Some mines 
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in the State through faulty planning and poor methods have recovered only 
eight to ten per cent of the coal in the seams they work thus losing large 
amounts of coal that lTIay be needed in the future. Little can be done to 
direct the way in which privately owned coal lands can be utilized but li-
censing of producers and proper control of government owned lands can 
do much to stabilize the industry at the present and to insure its future. 
The future of the Utah coal industry is of importance to everyone 
in the West, and especially to the people of the Carbon County area where 
the whole economic structure is based on the mining of coal. Although the 
long range forecast for coal is favorable the immediate outlook is any-
thing but encouraging. Further losses of fuel markets seem inevitable and 
this will probably result in increased unemployment in the mining regions. 
These areas have a great potential wealth but they will probably be areas 
of distress and unemployment for many years to corne. 
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Lake City, Utah. 
~ OtNeal, Thomas H., Federal Coal Mine Inspector, U~SIt Bureau of Mines, 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ramey, Russell, Mine Engineer, King No. I Mine, U. S. Fuel Company, 
Hiawatha, Utah. 
-\-Reeder, R. D., Chief, Salt Lake City Office, Accident Prevention and 
Health Division, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Salt Lake City, Utah . 
...L.Sacco, Frank. J., Vice-P~resident, District 22, United Mine Workers of 
America, Price, Utah. 
Stringham, J. Grant, Secretary-Treas., We stern Coal Mining Co., Salt 
Lake City, Utah 
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Ure, James, The Industrial Commission of Utah, Department of Employ-
ment Security, Salt Lake City, Utah. 





Labor stoppages in the Utah bituminous coal industry, 1933-1952. 
Companies 
Spring Canyon & Gordon 
Creek districts 
All companie s 
Utah Fuel Coo 
All c ompanie s 
U. S. Fuel Co. 
All companie s 
All companie s 
All companies 
Utah Fuel Co. & 
Kaiser Corp. 
Kaiser Corp. 
All com]!»CLnie s 
U. S. Fuel Co. 
Utah Coal Co, 
Geneva Steel Co. 
(Horse Can,,) 
Arronco Mine 






I r If 
n It 
U. S. Fuel Coo 
All companie s 
'I It 
II It 
Independent Coal & Coke 
Co. (Kenilworth) 
Ge neva Steel Co. 
(Horse Can. ) 
Kaiser Corp. 
Independent Coal & Coke 
Company 
Geneva Steel Co. (Horse 





Sept. 23 - 3 ° , 1 93 5 
May 9-17, 1940 
Apr. 1-9, 1941 
Aug. 26-30, 1942 
May 1-3, 1943 
June 1 - 3 0 , 1 943 
Oct. 30-Nov. 3, 1943 
Mar. 2-10, 1945 
May 23-30, 1945 
April 1, 1945 
May 28-30, 1945 
June 11-12, 1945 
June 27-29, 1945 
July 9 - 11, 1 945 
Dec. 20-27, 1945 
Apr. I-May 29, 1946 
Nov. 21-Dec. 7, 1946 
Apr. 1-9, 1947 
June 23-27, 1947 
June 28-Ju1y 8, 1947 
June 26 - July 6, 1948 
Dec. 14-16, 1948 
June 13-20, 1949 
Sept. 1 9 - Nov. 1 ° , 1 949 
De c ~ 1- 2, 1949 
May 29-30, 1950 
Aug. 11-14, 1950 
Sept. 1 9 - 22, 1 950 
May 7, 1951 
June 26-July 16, 1951 
Oct. 24-31, 1951 




































K aise r Corp. &: Geneva 
Steel Co~ 
K aiser Corp. 
It II 
Geneva Stee l C o . 
E astern Utah Coal Co . 
Kaiser Corp. & Geneva 
Steel Co. 
O. S . Fuel Co. 
Kaiser Corp. 
Geneva Steel Co. 
Coal Creek Coal Co. 
K ais e r Corp. 
Jan. 23-Feb. 12, 1952 
Feb. 15, 1952 
Feb. 16, 1952 
Feb.?7, 1952 
Mar. 17-A pro 8, 1952 
Mar. 20-22, 1952 
)dar. 24-25, 1952 
Apr. 18 -ltfa y 1, 1 95 2 
Sept. 2-24, 1952 
Nov. 4-7, 1952 












1 Clar~t Joseph C. Jr., History of St rikes in Utah, OPe cit., p. 22- 24. 
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